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WOODSTOCK’S PROVINCIAL W
r m „ T D rn n D T
EXHIBITION ATTRACTS
I HE G O V T REPORT
THOUSANDS OF VISITORS!
a ii m v i. . T n
Despite the hoodo of rainy weather!
that baa followed the various fairs
this FSatt, and which reached Woodstock just as the curtain was about to
he raised on what had been planned
to be an “eye opener” in the way of
agricultural exhibitions. The program
although crowded by a re-arrangment,
was carried oat in its completness and
everybody, hosts and guests alike,
w are well pleased.
A ft e r two days of the worst variety
•ol weather for fairs, the sun broke
through the lowering clouds W ednes
d a y noon and the crowds began to
/^asTlve at the spacious grounds, and the
•concessionists were
on the jump
“dolling up” their attractions, and
soon the Midway w as an active place
a s the thousands o f visitors swarmed
up and down the pike, many bejng
charmed by the “barkers” and patron
ised the shows IfberaJly.
W hen the races began fully 10,000
people were on the grounds, while
Thursday’s crowd was estimated at
fully double that number.
Visitors from Ulqlne were amazed
to see the strung interest that was
manifest in tire stock and agricultural
exhibits.
At the Maine R W n . the M idway and
the horse a s c iis .seems to be the
leading features, 1>ut In Woodstock
the stock and pmiltry sheds were
crowded, w hile at the judging ring
even* vantage poinv. was taken by
interested spectators.
, The magnificent exhibition building
w as thronged ftuma early morning until
evening by an ever changing crowd,
and here seme of the finest booths
arranged Tty the up-to-date merchants
were seen, tone in particular, that of
the Creighton M u sic Co. being a work
of art.
The ’Government Department of
Agriculture bad several exhibits in
charge of expert attendants, all of
which w e re interesting and instruc

l v l i l l i /

S E E K IN G O F F IC E

C O N D IT IO N S

Their Chance of Being Elect-

Shows Differently from Actual
Facts as Seen by
an Observer

my

Present Time

1.30

Pans. Stake. "Purse $500
Northern Mac, b g, by Northern

the State.
The proposed constitutional amend
ment for a state tax on incomes which
was defeated by more tnan 12,000, was
favored apparently in seven of the 10
counties,— Hancock. Knox, Oxford. Pe
nobscot. Piscataquis, Somerset and
Washington—although final returns
may show some shifts.
Tabulation of reports from 356
towns gives majorities as follows:
Plural voting places, 34,199; bonus.
54,799; state income tax (disapproved)
11,831; suffrage, 42,413.

MRS. FAIRBANKS ENTERTAINS

POTATOES

RESULT OF
REFERENDUM VOTE

Tuesday
The rtmeraary :

A few days ago Dr. George E.
Ladd, a geologist representing the
Bureau of Public Roads of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, called at
the State Highway Department in
Augusta in connection with a survey
, of road building materials which he is

and loss of life, and already endorsed
anyway, before the end of the present by the Interstate Commerce Commis
year, every man and woman in the sion Bureau of Safety, perfection of an
service of the United States during invention for use on the railroads of
the World War will receive his or her the entire Country and Canada has
been attained after extensive experi
hundred dollar bonus.
ments and tryouts in the United States
All V a ri7 P m iY t U in O fit
Ladd aske(1 several times if anyone
Since the people of the state, by and the Dominion, and in its perfec
eu
IlU IU W llg
at lhe Department could inform him
their votes on ]\Ionday, ratified the tion a Portland man, Willis B. Hall,
why the gravel roads built by
the
proposed Constitutional amendment has played a most important part.
*
Maine Highway Commission did not
authorizing the issuance of $3,000,000 , Briefly described, the device, which
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since rut> ripple and
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and
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Hammhire
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' the world over, is an electroc-pneu the office of secretary of state in the
New
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Dr. Ladd had just covered
the two
to scan at once the necessary ma matic communicating signal system,
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latter states thoroughly in a machine
2,400,000
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the Commis8lon that on
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Vermont
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informed
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; which has been in a state of develop the first of the coming year retire .
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for
the
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to
former
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9,300,000
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Ohio
ly travelled trunk highways in thia
from the office of state treasurer, a
4,400,000 was passed unanimously. The opera- ment or experiment for over six years,
8,389,000
Indiana
State hut this condition usually does
were made public for the first time position which he has filled for six
8,060,000 ! tion of tfiis bill was made contingent
9,094.000
Illinois
not appear until about July 15 and
26,688,000 i upon the ratification of the constitu when a meeting of the stockholders years, the limit allowed by the con
35,082,000
Michigan
(jj, then disappears soon after Labor
William L. Bonney
28,200,000 tional amendment authorizing the is- , of the United States Train Signal ! stitution.
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formerly speaker of the
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a
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with
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for
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^ast (*r*ving and where the traffic is
I attended to that the work of distri- ; at the office of Attorney Willis B.
the
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of
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very dense. One thing the Commis251,906,000
220,300,000 j bution will begin just as soon as the JHall, treasurer and counsel of the
|Damariscotta, Representative John R. 8*on ^as observed is that ripples are
j
company,
for
purpose
of
increasing
the
j bonds can be engravel, sold and the
D itcvu n ta G overnm ent Report
I Trimble of Calais and Melvin W. never found on the grades. They
Adjutant
General |capital stock of the company to $2,Mr. W . TL Mills of the N. Y. Produce ! money received.
are always on level stretches where
; 000,000 in order to acquire all foreign Wiswell of Winthrop for many years
i
George
McL.
Presson
has
been
studyNews, who has been in the county for
machines run fast. It is usual that
patents now owned by the Benn Train chief clerk in the treasurer’s office,
5 weeks, said to the TIMES Monday: j ing the workings of the bonus bills
these ripples are all eradicated by
have been mentioned in this connec
|Signal System, Ltd., of Canada.
“People in this county don’t take ! in other states and 1b prepared to reSeptember 15, that is, after the heavy
The
meeting
was
attended
by
tion.
much stock in the Government report j ceive applications at once. There is
summer traffic is over and the pa! William E. Benn, the inventor and
veral candidates
candidates are
are in
the ffiel
Several
in the
trolmen have time to drag the roads,
judging from its local character. Last I every reason to believe, therefore,
! president of the company, of McAdarn for the Republican nomination for
year's shipments, according to railroad I that by Thanksgiving and certainly
a few times.
- ’
Junction, N. B.; George E. Davies, attorney general and commissioner of
I
before
Christmas,
the
bonus
will
be
figures, were about 18 million bushels,
The real point that impressed' Dn
I manager of the company of Debec agriculture.
The present attorney
whereas the Government report says i distributed.
Ladd was the fact that in Main©
'Junction,
N.
B.;
Willis
B.
Hall
of
general Guv H. Sturgis of Portland, ~
>'“ VJ 1
24,480,000 bushels were shipped. It is j Within a few days, announcement
„ „ ‘ . , ..
, these conditions are not nearly as
j Portland, Wallace E.
Brown, vice was first
elected tour years ago and
not believed that the outside lines will be made as to the method of appresident, Brownville Junction, and he will not again he a candidate. bad as he had observed elsewhere*
handled enough to make this amount. ; plication and the facts to be furThe Commission attribute this to the
the board of directors, Albeni J. Vio- The candidates for the attorney gen^ facf
^Dat our maintenance control
The report gives Maine a decline of , nished to substantiate the claims that
lette
of
St.
Leonards,
N.
B.;
Corners
eralship. who are now in the field
8 per cent since Aug. 1.. whereas it is ; a service man is entitled to the bonus.
of
the
State highways is much bet*
|E. Leach of Portland. Edgar H. Fair- are Raymond W. Fellows of Bangor.
well known that the Aug. 1 promise Before formal application is made,
ter
and
much more efficient than it
weather of St. John. N. B.. Edgar Co Hansford W. Shaw of Houlton. forwas 90(g>100 per cent of last year; therefore. General Presson suggests
is in the other states named.
burn of McAdarn Junction, N. B., and merlv county attorney of Aroostook
now it is not over 70 per cent. Yet that service men await publication of
It is a curious coincident, but od
Fred S. Wiggin of Portland.
county. Thomas Leigh of Augusta,
the
final
details
of
instruction.
the Maine crop in the report is esti
the afternoon of the same day that
former county attorney of Kenne
mated at 23,246,000 bushels.
Dr. Ladd called in the morning. M r . ,
bec county, Frederic R. Dyer of
F. J. Cramton of Montgomery’, Ala
The Houlton Music Club was de Buckfleld. the present county attor
Local buyers are paying $2.25 per
bama. a member of the State High
lightfully entertained by the president. ney of Oxford county, and Edward F. way Department, called at the De
barrel with quite a few offerings.
Merrill of Skowhegan. the present
Mrs. Ressie Fairbanks, at her cottage.
partment and stated that he came for
The Produce News says:
Three of the four questions submitcounty attorney of Somerset eounty. (he spec|flc purp09e Qf ,ook|ng
Nickerson
Lake
on
Wednesday
last.
There has been a material increase
ted to the voters of Maine. Sept. 13
i/ P I

tive.
W ith plenty of music, fireworks,
good racing and other attractions,
the management may well feel proud
of its exhibition and Woodstock citi____ _____
, ______
sens with
their proverbial
hospitality
made everybody welcome. The TIMES
representative while not attending the j — plural voting places, soldiers’ bonus in receipts this we**k from Jersey and The guest of honor was Mrs. Minnie
exhibition in an official capacity, is and giving women the right to vote for Long Island, while the shipments from Hughes, the retiring president.
gratehft to the various officials for presidential electors— were accepted Pennsylvania are much larger, and
The charming sunset view, seen
in every county, according to mail re
the many courtesies extended.
some lots are coming from New York- through the birch trees over the peace
Following we give the summaries of turns from more than two-thirds of
ful water by tile uuests as they
the racing events:

COMPLIMENT MAINE’S
ROAD MAINTENANCE

FORMER CARIBOU MAN
BONUS TO BE PAID
INTERESTED IN INVENTION T W O P R O M I N E N T
BEFORE END OF YEAR
Designed with the sole idea of elim- ;
It may be a Christmas present or
inating the prolific causes of wrecks i
HOULTON M EN
it may be a Thanksgiving present, but

State.

Shipments from Virginia ar *

about winding up, but some fair sized
lots are coming from Delaware.

Tin*

Messrs. Fellows and Shaw were can-

didates against
Attorney General
Sturgis four years ago. At that time
Attorney General Sturgis was nomi
nated in the Republican caucus af
ter a session lasting until early in
••hutted on the veranda, the songs the morning and after ..2 ballots had
s'inp. the spirit of love and good been -aken.
The c-.i’ulidatcs for commissioner of
lollowship will live long in the hearts
of those present. A delicious picnic acricnlture arc Frank S. Adams ol

demand is of
a rather
selective
tempting
viands
was
character and limited to leal dealers, . supper of
the outlet being in the direction of the thoroughly enjoyed by all.
As a token of love and appreciation,
West Indies. Owing to the fuel short
tin*
club presented Mrs. Hughes with
age a great many ships are waiting in
the harbor, and will not take on their a beautiful pocket-book. Miss Louise
supplies until the coal and oil supply Ruzzell made the presentation with
fitting remarks.
is available.
Mrs. Annie Barnes spoke words of
Jersey long potatoes sold generally
appreciation
of Mrs. Hughes work in
at $2.65(^2.75 at the first of the week,
the
musical
life of Houlton. of her
but some sales were reported at tlie
close at $2.75@2.85 per 150-11). hag. efficient term of service as president
Jersey round potatoes rarely brought of the Houlton Music Club, of her
over $3@3.25, and Long Islands occa generosity in using her beautiful voice
sionally brought $4 per 10-peck hag. to delight Houlton audiences, and of
but sales towards the close were gen the keen regret felt by all because of
erally $3.50@3.75 for Long Islands. her going away.
The club motored to town in time to
wThen colsely graded. Most of the
Long Island potatoes that were sold enjoy together a theatre, party at the
n the market squares did not bring Temple.

Bowdoinham, at present the chief ot
the Bureau

of M arkets,

Howard

L.
the
me

(h(? s>. , tea) pf m a)ntenance |lse(,

,)y

the Department. Mr. Cramton had
driven all the way from Alabama to
Maine by autmobfle and was much
impressed with the general good con
dition of the State highways in this
State. Mr. Cramton was given full
details of the method of maintenance
by , he ( .„ nlmissioJ| a,](| t„ Pir
svst„ m ,)f reports, anp« n .is|oa
ovpr this worJ.

”

It ic

u is somewhat a source of satisKf*vser of Greene, a member or
,-acfi,)n t0 the Highwav Commission
board of hospital trustees, and George t0 know that people intGrested in
Queen Petrens, br m
Alden of Gorham and Frank P. W ash- state
highway
construction
o:id
3 3
(Raym ond)
4
:
,)uni
ot
Perry,
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are
maintenance
are
so
favorably
im4
4
Northern Lfiy, b m (Garrison) 3
members of the lower branch of the ,)resse(} with the condition of the
Christie Dfilon also started.
legislature.
State highway system.
Tim e: 2.21%, 2.25%, 2.22%.
According to party
custom, four
-------------------230 Trot, fitake. P u rse $500
members of the present executive
Togo M., b g, by Togo
, council will he re-nominated in the
(H anfln)
4 3 1 1 1
2.T5 Pace. P urse $400.
Republican caucus and elected by
The Manner, b s, b y The
Earl North, b g, by Northern
the legislature for another two years, j The Fall term of Houlton High
Exponent (Raym ond) 1 2 2 2 2
Man (Staaren)
41 1 1
These are W’ illis E. Swift of Augusta, opened on Monday morning with the
P eter Prodigal, b g, by Peter
Corwin Hal, br s, by Hal T.
r
1Walter E. Plummer of Lisbon Falls.1largest enrollment in the history of
the Great (G arrison) 2 1 4
4 3
(D. Steele)
1 2
2 2
Clarence A. Powers of Fort Fairfield ; the school, 301, there being a large
M ist S2red, b m <8teele) 3 4 5 3
Lake Be Sure, b g (Potvin) 2 4 4 3
and George WT. Stearns f Millinocket. ‘ number of friends of the school and
Adm iral H arris also started.
Sadie Ashbourne, ch m
The first district, which is composed parents of the scholars present,
Time: 2-26%, 234%, 3.22%, . %,
(Seeley)
3
3 3 4
of the towns of York and Oxtord, will
Congressman Hersey spoke very
. %.
Tim e: 2.15%, 2.14%, 2.16%, 2.16%. over $3.50 for 2% bn. A few lots of
select as candidate from Oxford conn- forcibly to the scholars urging them to
2.20 Trot. P urse $400.
tv as a member of
the council tosue i j 0 more than enough to “ get by” with
Maine potatoes came forward and
*
2.13 Pace. Class. Parse $500
Peter Prodigal, b s, by Peter the
worked out at $3.50(3)4 per 165-lb. bag.
R ob WSOer, bg, by Grattan
coed Edward F. Gowell of York, " h o an(j to make the most out of their
Great (Garrison)
5 3 1 1 1
Agents are here from Denmark, offer
McGregor (W illa rd )
2 1 1 1
will on the first of the coming Jan- education, which will mean so much
Instructions have been issued to nary, have served four years. The Jto them in the years to come. Re
Somersworth
Boy,
b
g.
by
ing potatoes for shipment here from
P e te r fietaer, b g, by Henry
4 2 November to January at a price equiv all inland fish and game wardens in name ot Henry H. Hastings of Bethel , marks were also made by Bernard
Todd Bingen (Nevers) 1 1 4
Steser (N ev e rs)
1 2
2 2
Eleanor
Watts,
b
m
alent to $2.65 bag, in United States this section to rigidly enforce the has been frequently mentioned in Archibald of the School committtee,
R uth K ay to m (Garrison) 3 3 3 3
2 2 3 2 ro currency.
Tim e: 237%, 2.16%, 2.19%, 3.17%. I (Willard)
Canadian potatoes both provisions of the game laws prohibit this connection as
has that of Or- j Supt< Packard, Dr.
Mitchell, B'red
ing the use of jacklights in the hunt
Dolly Duroc, 2nd, b m
from
the
Eastern
provinces
and
the
man
L.
Stanley
of
Porter,
a
member
Doherty
of
the
Alumni Assn., as well
Wednesday
3 4 2 3 ro Saskatchewan district are offered here ing of game, as well as the law mak
j
(Potvin)
of
the
present
Senate.
as
p
G
\
a . M. Thompson, Rev. Thos.
The summary:
j Rosetta McKinney, b m (Camat low prices, hut the local merchants ing it unlawful to have a jaeklight in
Elmer S. Bird of Rockland will re- i Whiteside. Rev. H. C. Speed and Rev.
2.18 Pacing. 8take. Puree $500
possession at any time upon the wild
5 5 5 ro
! eron)
are
holding
of],
as
with
an
estimate
tire
with the coming of the new year D. F. Mowrey.
Miss Arlene Berry
H e ro Bingen, b g, by W illie Bin
Time: 2.20%, 2.20%, 2 . 20 % , 2 . 22 % , yield of 413,000,000 bn. in the United lands, waters or highways, or in the
as
a
member
of
the
council
from
the
j
rendered
very
appropriate
solos dur1
2
1
gen (W illa rd )
1
j 2.21.
States there will he little room left woods or field of the State, or in any fifth district, which is composed of ! ing the exercises.
Delza Patch, Mk m, by Dan
camp or lodge or place of resort for
1
Frid ay
for any foreign stock.
2 3 1 3
the counties of Knox, Lincoln, Waldo j The work for the year has been re
Patch (Cam eron)
hunters or fishermen or in its im
! Summary:
am! Hancock. It is Lincoln's turn to i arranged so that there are now three
Tommy Cotter, b g (R ay
mediate vicinity, according to a state
|
Free for All, $1,000
name the member of t]je governor s |courses — the
College
Preparatory
3
2
3
4
mond)
ment issued at the Department of In
I Zom Q., Harry Nevers, Houlton
official
family
from
that
district
and
i
(combining
the
old
Classical
and
Corwin Hal, b r s
The combined representation of the land Fisheries and Game Thursday.
1 1
| (Nevers)
1
the candidates are Kendall M. Dun-! Latin-Scientific), the General, and the
(S table)
4 4 4 2 Fern Hal, Dr. McAllister, SusBureau of War Risk Insurance, and
The wardens have been further in
bar of Damariscotta. for many years i Commercial. There is a larger range
Tim e: 2.16%, 2.16%, 2.16%, 2.17%.
Federal Vocational Board will he in structed to ask, when taking viola
sex, (Cameron)
3 * 2 2
the secretary of the Senate, Forrest of electives than formerly so that
Houlton, September 25-27, for a clean tors of these laws to court, that the
Baby Doll, E. Colbath,
224 Mixed. Purse $400.
E. Ware of Whitefield and Phineas H. individual needs of pupils may be well
Presque Isle (Sharon)
2 3 3 4 up of all cases of Government Com- jail sentence of 60 days he imposed,
Don Q., br g, by Dan Q.
Gay of Newcastle.
provided for in the class rooms.
1 1 1
|pensation. Reimbursement. Insurance in addition to the fin of $100 and
Ben Ali, Hartland Driving
(N e v e rs)
The names of Senator Rupert H.
Commencing Tuesday morning the *
Club (Hanafln)
5 4 4 3 j and Vocational Training. It is urgent- costs for each offense, as provided by
Sis Peters, blk m
Baxter of Sagadahoc, Charles E. Gur- high school will commence at 8 o’clock
2 2 2 Blanche H. T. M. Hoyt,
j ly desired that all those who are in Sections 25 and 39 of the game laws.
(J. H . D eW ttt)
ney of Cumberland, and George W. and there will be five periods of forty
Presque Isle, (Garrison) 4 5 5 5 i anyway interested in the phases of
Lad y Ashbrooke, b m
Thombs of Lincoln have been men-! minutes each in the forenoon, instead
3 2 3
Government Insurance, Compensation
— ( * ) — Deat Heat.
(Ham ilton)
j
tioned in connection with the presi- of four periods as formerly.
The
or Vocational Training, present them
Time: 2.16, 2.14%, 2.14, 2.15%.
M yrtle Rysdyk, blk m
dency
of
the
Senate
and
that
of
Rep-:
afternoon
hours
will
be
the
same
a£
4 4 4
selves at the Red Cross Rooms, Houl
2.30 Trot. $400
(P otvin )
resentative
Charles
P.
Barnes
of
j
last
year—
1.30
to
3.45.
Constant
ad
Every weekly paper in Aroostook
ton, Maine, during the time that the
The Manor, H. G. Ketchen,
Tim e: 2.25%, 2.27%, 2.23%.
Houlton in connection with the speak ditions to the curriculum necessitate
representatives of these branches of County was represented at the 59th j
Fredericton (Raymond)
1 4 11
235 Peeing. Purse $400.
ers
of the House of Representatives. a longer school day, as is being pro
the above named departments are in annual meeting of the Maine Press
Admiral, Harris, Sinnickson
Northern Belle, b r m, by The
vided in many places at the present
Assn, held in Bangor on Sept. 17-18,
this city.
and Benham, Salem, N. J.
Northern Man (Garrison)
1
time.
Now is the time to get in direct at which time Chas. H. Fogg was re
(Garrison)
4 1 4
4
M a y Grattan, b m (Potvin)
4
Great stress will be laid this year
elected president for the ensuing
touch with what is coming to you.
Bangor Jr., P. Doherty, Houl
Zelda the Great, b m (W illa rd ) 2
on the importance of sound scholar*
year.
ton, (Sharon)
3 2 3 2
Bobble Lee, b g (Hanfln)
.3
The Woodstock Driving Club is full j ship. The citizens, who are so genet*
This was the largest and most
Miss Elect, J F. Smith, KenCaaale W . and Lady Bell also start
of “ pep" and is determined to pull off j ously spending large sums of moneSJ
interesting
meeting
that
has
been
held
kora, P. E. 1. (Steele)
2 3 2 3
the school, expect more than suped.
for twenty years* and had an guests j another big race meet on the parlor j
Time: 2.27%, 2.27%, 2.24%, 2.31.
Tim e: 2.22%, 2.21%, 2.23%.
track.
Last
year’s
overcoat
meet
was
j
erfleial
work on the part of the studThe Gladys Clark Company of |Cyrus H. K. Curtis, the well-known j
2.30 Pace. $400
a
grand
success,
and
the
club
is
planj
ents.
It
is hoped that there may be
Thursday
players which closed a successful i founder of the Ladies Home Journal.
Northern Belle, C. P. Higgln,
ning
for
the
second
overcoat
meet
j the most earnest cooperation on the
Saturday
Evening
Post,
Country
The summary:
three day’s engagement at the Temple j
Presque Isle (Garrison)
1 1 1
dicing the week of October 4th.
j Part of parents, teachers, and pupils
theatre last week received its usual j Gentleman and Philadelphia Ledger,
Colorado Rose, Hartland Driv
2.1B Trot. Purse $400.
President
Gibson
announces
two
[ to make the school work the supreme
ing Club (Dewitt)
2 2 2 cordial welcome from theatre goers. Frank A. Munsey, owner and publisher
Clay Watte, b a, by General
days
of
read
sport,
hanging
up
a
$1,000
j
thing the present year,
The repertoire of plays presented of the New York Sun and Herald, both j
Robbie Lee
4 3 3
W atts (Potvin)
1 1 1
purse
for
the
free-for-all
and
guarantee
were high grade ones, and the parts native sens of Maine, as well a s !
Victoria, b m (Cam eron)
2 2 2 Miss Laconda. C. M. Avery,
S. H. Hanson, night editor of the St.
President Robert J. Aley of the Uni- Jing six starters. The purses offered
Woodstock, (Hanafan)
3 6 7 were enacted in a pleasing manner.
Togo M., b g (Hanafln)
4 3 3
John
Standard, spent last week ini
are
expected
to
bring
together
the
versity
of
Maine
and
Prof.
Cummings
This
company
is
well
known
in
Little Jass, May Grattan, Sassie W.
Myrtle Ryedyk, blk m
of the same institution, and Frederick j greatest batch of fast ones that has j Woodstock, having been assigned to
Aroostook,
and
is
always
well
patron
also
started.
3
4
4
(C. Stewart)
I cover the exhibition for his paper.
H. Parkhurst, Governor eleet of Maine, j graced any track this season.
ized.
Man (W D a r tt )
1
College Swjft, blk g (Hanafln) 2
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1
2

1
2
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HOULTON HIGH OPENED
MONDAY MORNING

‘JACKING’ LAW
TO BE ENFORCED

NOTICE TO EX-SERVICE MEN

ALL AROOSTOOK
PAPERS REPRESENTED j

‘OVERCOAT MEET
AT WOODSTOCK

GLADYS CLARK COMPANY
PLEASES LARGE AUDIENCES

lime: 231%, 230%, 2.12%.

Time: 2.25%, 2.25%, 2.25%.
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ivmg warn
2 —-Pav teachers
amount, so mat they wore worse
G A S A N D SEC. B A K E R
However, Magellan himse’ f tin.1 two phonograph:-:
played for
a v e r a g e l ai dcr y girl un ity !u.
Since
our
.Maine
boys
iot
.
o
u
after toe i,.ic lUciv.wc t Ik*.:, it.-tor . w. . a e.i'cnninu mgaior, tor
h. ;m
Established April Ll, 1 o
them.
,Says
a
writ
r
in
Cm
London
Tin1 r tw- Mow ,
<on...I ry lias to c. sdh . :
Fra lice many of us nave wo mire e Ma- school 11 :: vrr>. .ay.
earlier voyage it: l!.e any.eme d;r c
A L L T H L HOME N £ W ^
iinn-s:
"a
!’
i
any
t.a
aur
was
meir
boned and ignorant young woman who knotty question of still further addi tion he had visited the- Far Fast.
Published every Wednesday morning why they have all said: "W e had no
favorite.
The
lilt
of
the
songs
artillery, we had no cannon, except units school without a day of high tions to the railway service charges.
That epic achievement deserves j caught ’ heir ear and brought broad
by the Times Publishing Co.
what the French loaned us.” In two school training, frequently earns more The trend of discussion in Panada larger recognition ' than it seems
grins to stolid countenances. They
C H A 8 . H. FO GG , Pres. & Mgr.
speorhes in .Maine t hi.- week iOlon i i. than tho cultivated and brainy high indicates that whatever oilier plans destined to receive. Chili will keen
listened and learned, learned
with
Hooker of New York has explained school teachdr, who is building up good may he adopted both passenger and tin' anniversary, and will erect
a . almost unbelievable fidelity, and it
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year
that. Mr. Hooker, who is head of citizenship for your benefit.
freight charges will go up in the statin' near tin* straits that are named
In advance; In Canada $2.00 in advance
was a sight for the gods to sen
:: Insist on practical education. near future.
tne largest gas manufacturing plain
tor tho bold mariner of four centuries some Eskimo woman sitting erossSingle copies (Ive cents
learn
from
in the eonatty, has toid the story of Many pupils can not
ago.
ilegged on tho rocks and to hear the
M A G E L L A N ’S E P I C V O Y A G E
books.
If
you
insist
on
forcing
a
his
dealings
witli
Secretary
of
waAdvertising rates based upon guaran
1Scotsman's rolling r's dropping from
, Haker. It is an interesting tale; like- purely book education down their
In this year of centenaries let not
teed paid in advance circulation
“F L A H E R T Y ’S K I N G D O M ”
lips as ignorant of the white man’s
Jwise it is one which must make any throats, they quit. Give them a train the great voyage of
Magellan
Ik
Prom
tilin' to time, in spite of the tongue as the foxes that roamed the
tutored at ide l ost Ollice at Houlton j self respecting American blush at ing in which hand work and mental overlooked, a voyage which Join:
in
persistency with which man has gullies." Ottawa took no stock
Tor circulation at second class
{ the kind of inefficiency which con work are judiciously mingled.
Figko declared ‘‘was doubtless tin
Flaherty's
alleged
discovery.
T
h
e
postal rates.
The schools ol Houlton are among greatest feat of navigation that has tried to uncover the secrets at least
trolled our war department during
charts showed NS6 fathoms of water
the war.
tin* best of any in the State, and ever
been performed,” and tlud of the surface of the earth, discovA ll Su b scrip tio n s are D I8 C 0 N T IN on the site of the islands. But a
Mr. Hooker says that two (lays i while much responsibility rests on the ‘‘could only he surpassed by a jour i cries of new lands in the more e-.isU E D at expiration
geologist and a surveyor went to in
after the declaration of war. he him teachers in all the grades there is one ney to some other planet.”
: ily accessible regions of the globe vestigate, verified the young adven
self offered to Mr. Baker the services j thing which would be a great assist
This fall marks the 40oth anniver
turer’s report, and found some stores
T H IS R E S T L E S S A G E
of his two leading experts and him-1 ance to many of the teachers; having sary of the discovery by Ferdinand are reported. But that an island al
of
ore upon the islands. And now
it' you take a position along a self for the production of gas. The j the parents of the children interested j
Magellan of the strait that hears his most 100 miles long in Hudson Bay
that an Eskimo of the Belchers has
popular motor road on a
pleasant offer was declined. Again when Hen. |enough in their efforts to call on the ;
name. Columbus gave a new world t( should have remained unknown to
murdered a fellow tribesman, the
Sunday, the principal impression you Pershing said they were just
the ; school at least once a term and see the old by sublime tenacity of purpose white men until 1915 and that only
Canadian Mounted Police will underget ia of the intense restlessness of men he wanted, Mr. Baker overruled j how the teacher is endeavoring
to and fortunate accident. Magellan ac
within the lust few weeks has Eng take to carry the law to “ Flaherty’s
these times.
him and refused
their assistance. { instruct the scholars in their work. complished exactly what he under
The people who are scrambling to The refusal was not because these |This is something which the teachers
land undertaken to maintain the su Kingdom.”
took to do. what Columbus intended
outspeed each other, in the words of ! men did not understand making gas. would appreciate and at tin* same
i to do. and what to the day of his premacy of British law thereupon,
a popular song, ‘‘don’t know where It could not be that, for his plant time might he valuable to the school
death Columbus supposed he had will he news to almost everybody.
they are going, but they are on their was then making gas for war
pur committee in having suggestions, from done. Spain sought a westward way The story is curious and amusing.
way.’ They hurry and rush to get to poses for the
French government. those who know, as to any change in to India through the new hinds that
It seems that a young Canadian
a-certain city, and once they get there, No: the reason Secretary Baker as- methods which would he an improve
Columbus lnid found. Many believed
Cumbered with endless rounds |
begin to hurry and rush to get some j signed for not taking advantages of ment in the ways of conducting the
named “ Boh” Flaherty, while search
in the presence of a passage far to
of
duty, the tired, nervous!
where else. People have no time for I the services of these men was that
work.
the south, and Magellan undertook; to ing for minerals in the North, heard
mother generally finds in
thought, reading or intelligent talk. I they had worked so long as indepenfind it for Charles V. On Sept. 5, 1519, of a group of islands just off the
The only thing that can satisfy their I (lent manufacturers that they would
C A N A D A ’S R A I L W A Y P R O B L E M
he passed out of the Guadalquivir with oast coast of Hudson Bay and with*
vacant minds is to keep in motion, Ij not he available for cooperation with
The railway wage award of the five ships, the largest of 120 tons, a in a hundred miles of a Hudson Bay
A t least, so says the pessimist.
jj the war department
and,— do not United State's labor board creates a third smaller than the* Mayflower.
tonic-help of rarest value.
Company post, yet which never had ,
And yet many people use t h is ,Joverlook this fact— the department
situation bristling with difficulties His 2N0 companions represented a been seen by the eyes of a white (
A
little of Scott's after meals
activity to their advantage. They do |
|was to work with college professors for the railways of ('amnia.
The dozen nationalities, including a sin man. Having rendered a report to
for a few days would do
not enjoy going out on a motor trip |
1anyway!
Railway Brotherhoods, ail of tliei^i gle Englishman. They reached Brazil Sir William MacKenzie, he was in-,
a world of good. Try H I •
so much for mere motion, as to ; The government lost the services of
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield, N. J. 20*091
international, secured practically uni in November and entered the Rio
structed
to
“go
and
find
out
about
i
observe the country. They get ideas ,! these men.
It experimented with form schedules of wages for railway Plata the following January under the
m yw m m m m m m m m m m m m m B
.
i
■them.” For two years ill fortune t'ol- j
as to what other people in the same Iii theories.
American soldiers never employes
in all
North America, impression it was flu* strait
they lowed him. his crafts were wrecked,
line of business are doing. The oh- J|had a pound of American made gas
although for many years the rates sought.
Having quelled formidable his funds gave out, his friends de-1 BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
servant* man will gain more in a 50 j to use against the Germans. These
paid in Canada had been lower than mutinies, and wintered in the harbor
rided his notions. At length with a
T IM E
TABLE
mile ride, than the merely restless theories and the Baker experiments
those in this country. While Mr. Me of St. Julian, they started south again
topsail schooner lion,ght from an .
Correcte d to Jun e 28, 1920
fellow would in a trip across the resulted in the expenditure of mil
Adoo was in control of the railways and on Oct. 21, 1520. readied and he-,
T ra in s D aily Except Sun d ay
. Arctic navigator he set forth from country.
lions for the erection of gas making of the United States the increase's gan the passage through the southern
Newfoundland, passed through find- j
From H O U L T O N
plants, every dollar of which
was he 'granted here were almost at one extremity of South America. Through
son Strait, and on August 22. 1915, 8.21 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Carbiou
D I S T R I B U T I N G T H E I M M I G R A N T S wasted.
put into effect in the country to the the maze of turns and twists they
Limestone and Van Buren.
sighted th(> islands of .mystery. The.
Immigrants are now coming into
But for the Baker-Wilson idea that north. Now the unions demand that fared for five weeks, and on Nov. 2”
largest of the Belcher Islands proved j 9.38 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
this country at the biggest rate ever no man of private interest or practi- j the increase granted by the recent
Boston.
Magellan passed the last cape and to lie 91 miles long and 47 wide, oc
11.15 a. m.—For Ashland. St. Francis. Ft.
known. . It is predicted that there may cal knowledge should be welcomed to ! award shall be adopted by the Cana
sailed out into tho ocean which he cupied by 125 persons, having no
Kent, Washburn, Presque,
■be 1,500,000 new arrivals during the the service of the country the United dian Pacific and the National
Rail named the Pacific.
Isle, Van Buren via Squa Pan
animals
and
little
vegetation.
The
coming year. Now the question rises States would have been manufactur-1 way system of ’ Canada, and
tho
and Mapleton.
The crossing of the Pacific in niauv Eskimo inhabitants were clad in the
whether these people will all settle ing gas months before the first A m -! Canadian minister of
12.40 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield and Caribou.
railways is ways was a more (hiring adventure
skins of the eider-duck, feather side 1.35 p. m.—For Greenville, Bangor, Port
down In great cities and create slum j erican troops sailed and would have ! understood to have stated that the
than the crossing of the Atlantic by in. it costume said to be worn no
land and Boston.
conditions as a result of their ignor- j had a stock on hand which would ! government
would
accept.
t h a t Columbus. The latter sailed onward
6.55 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren.
where
else
in
Eskimo
Land,
and
the
ance of language and customs.
j have overpowered the Germans with ! award. But its acceptance confronts ( for
days after leaving the Canary women, as seamstresses of rare 7.05 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
There ought to be a systematic plan , the substance of which they them- ■the Dominion railways with a seri- j
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
i Islands; the former was three months ability, made boots of walrus hides
Van Buren to Boston.
fo r distributing these people where ; selves had first made use.
i ous problem, for before the award and IN days crossing the Pacific, and
that wen* absolutely impervious to
they will do the most good, and acDue H O U L T O N
was rendered at Washington the jI of the ocean he knew no more than water.
complish the most for themselves. If j
8.11 a. m. — From Boston, Portland Ban
Canadian lines had applied to the j Columbus lnid known of the smaller
A NEW SCHOOL YEAR
Youim Flaherty's cargo
excited
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
they are left to themselves they will ;
j America’s great educational machine authorities at Ottawa for permission 1sea. Only three ships remained to much wonder and dread, hut the Belt<> Van Buren.
he bled by sharpers who will extract!
is once more limbered up for action. to make a :!() per cent increase in Magellan, his nvti were nearly all cherites found their chief delight in 9.34 a. m.— From Van Buren, Caribou
high fees for finding them jobs. All
and Fort Fairfield.
I The people do not need to be remind- their freight rates and now it is dwn with scurvy, when on March
12.35 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
these newcomers should be asked if |
j ed of the value of school instruction. figured that with the new increase fj. 1521. they real lied the Ladrones.
gor and Greenville.
they have employment arranged for. i
/ d iy'■ !v->r the
Philippines.
The appropriations for c o m m o n adding to the wage fund by from "id
1.29 p. m.—From Limestone, Caribou and
I f they have not, they should be sent j
Fort Fairfield.
j schools in this country for the new sixty to seventy-five millions of dol- Magellan himself here yielded up
to the regular employment agencies,!
2.50 p. m.—From St. Frances, Fort Kent,
school year will run well up to a ! lars the .‘9> per cent addition to his life before the attacks of a h roe
Van Buren. W a s h b u r n .
where every one of them can be
Money beck without question
; billion dollars. It is one of the most freight rates will not he enough to of savages. Two ships and 115 ' e f
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
if HUNT’S Salve falls in the
directed into the trade and locality
! wonderful examples of public spirit make ends meet.
resumed the voyage. One vessel at
treatment of ITCH, ECZEMA,
6.48 p. in.— From Boston, Portland and
I
A
Where he can accomplish the most.
R
IN
G
W
O
R
M
,
T
E
T
T
E
R
or
Bangor.
The National Railways of Canada last entered the Guadalquivir on
■and wise foresight to be found in the
other itching skin diseases.
The prices of many
staples are j world. Yet spending a great sum of
6.55 p. m.— From Van Buren, Limestone,
Try a 75 ceot box at our risk.
now tire administered by a public Sept. *i. 1522. with only IS men
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
exorbitantly high, and the common money does not alone assure good commission, which wields the powers on hoard. They had been round the
L E IG H T O N & F E E L E Y
excuse given is scarcity of labor and schools. The people must take hold usually vested in tin* directors
Time
tables
giving complete information
of
may be abtained at ticket offices.
Impossibility of getting production. and give personal attention to th is ! a private company, and has guar
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
W ith 1,500,000 new workers coming in. cherished interest.
j antees from the government against
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine.
It ought not to be possible to make
Here are three principles that must j interference in patronage and policy.
this excuse very long.
be kept in mind, if the community is If the wage increase is accepted on
But unless this matter is sharply to get its money’s worth out of these
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
the National System the other lines
looked out for, a lot of these people schools and accomplish reasonably j
will also adopt it no ddubt. and all
I
w ill become non-supporters. They will good results.
Jalike will have to secure additional
DR. JOHN 0. WILLEY
l>ecome fruit peddlers and sellers of
1— Keep politics out of the schools. sources of revenue. Two years ago
Osteopathic Ph ysician
candy and chewing gum and tobacco, School hoards, trustees,
superinten rate increases added more than fift.v
Phone 244
Hours: 9 to 12-2 to 5
and will go into a hundred trades and dents, etc., should not he chosen on million dollars to the gross revenue
N ew M a so n ic Bldg.
HOULTON
occupations that are already filled and political grounds, but on a basis of of the Canadian companies, lmt
at
where they render no real service.
j competence.
School authorities that about tin* same time the MrAdoo
There is great need for these work consider political influence in appoint award increased the wages of their C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
ers in the mines and forests and on ing teachers are not fit to hold office. employes
O F F IC E A T R E S ID E N C E
by
nearly
twice
that
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[ nervous mothers!
Scott's Emulsion

I

*ITCH !

the farms. If the American people
continue to pay high prices for their
products with all this labor coming
In to relieve scarcities, they are some
chumps. There is need for a lot of
good workers in Maine
and
some
authority should be heading a lot of
them this way.

THE COLLEGES WILL
^
*■
BE CROWDED I
1 Although most of the New England j
'Colleges will not reopen for another I
week or more they are already assured j
o f a record attendance In all depart-!
ments.
Some of them have closed 1
th e ir enrolment books, while in some |
others all the dorifiitory rooms were I
engaged several weeks ago and in j
view of the general housing shortage
there is nowhere else for the Incoming
students to live. Even the sm a ll!
colleges will have difficulty in rem ain- j
Jng small If this situation continues.
|
W h y are so many more young men I
and women going to college
now i
than formerly? A greater apprecia
tion of the value of a college educa-!
tlon explains it in part. Somehow
or other our w ar experience seems j
to have spread among the masses of
the people a greater respect for edu- j
cation In its higher branches. But j
the general prosperity of the coun- j
try is probably the chief cause. Tak- j
Ing the country as a whole, people are !
m aking more money now than they i
w ere a few years ago. The cost of 1
education Is one of the few things t h a t !
has not substantially increased. T u i-'
tion fees have been raised in some j
Institutions, although not in all of
them, and the college dining
halls !
h ave advanced their rates. But the 1
cost of an education has not doubled,
a r e r many other things have, or any
thing like it. A college degree has \
thus been brought within the reach of
m any to whom it would not have
•eemed a psslbllity three
or
four
years ago.
In an age when so many things
•eem to be going perversely, this is
ah encouraging sign. The wider the
constituency from which the colleges
draw their students, the better it
w ill be for them. America owes a
great deal to the democracy of her
public school system. Some day, let
u s hope, the obligation to the democ
racy of higher education
may be
Equally great.

Chancing
That's what you're doing every time you take new unknown remedies,
fo r which marvelous claims are made. Your health is too i
risk in questionable experiments, especially when your drug
gist always ha3 the tried and tested “ L. F ." Atwood’s
Medicine on hand. This worthy old remedy w ell deserves
the confidence that 60 years o f unchanging quality have
established.
A t the first signs o f stomach disorder, biliousness, or
headache, one or two teajpoonfuls o f " L . F . ” w ill quickly
restore normal conditions to your digestive orgaife. Small
doses, taken regularly, w ill maintain a healthy condition
that w ill ward off colds and disease. Get a bottle today
and keep a supply always on hand. L arge bottle, 50 cents,
or a generous fre e sample from the “ L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Maine.

The cost
is small
The benefit
is great

129 M ain St.

BROWN AND OX-BLOOD

DR.

Also PASTES and LIQ UIDS for Black, Tan and White Shoes

W. B. ROBEN
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P H Y 8 I C IA N
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T h o se w h o fe e l
ill r e s u lt s fro m t e a o r
c o f fe e d rin k in g so o n
p r o fit b y a c h a n g e to

Its pleasing flavor, ease o f
preparation, healthfulness
and practical econom y com
m end this table beverage.

Sold in 50 and 100 cup tins.
A purchase from your grocer
soon proves

D istrib u
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J R g s s o n "

Benn

Will
avi> two extra ear
Ford Ton Trucks arrive this week a
will have a few trucks out of tin
load
for mmediate deliverv
An v
body wishing a Ford Truck for the f;
ling should call or toleplu
as we will have a v t v lim
me 1alter to sell outside of our order
will alsi
uve a few tractor.
ears. Sedans am coupelets l\.r
immediate delivery. If interested te
nh lie or call at our Salesrooms.
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BEST FOR HOM E SHINES— SAVE THE LEATHER
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CHURCH SERVICES

Usually the “toe-in” allowance is from j Wheels that wobble are found most-;
If you were able to walk about on |the world, Everest
three-sixteenths to one-quarter of an-ly/on small cars, altho this does not the floor of the ocean, tramping over j is onlv five and a
F m Baptist
R « t . Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
inch
that the larger cars are entirely the soft shelly ooze, you would find ! sea leVel; so that,
If itfor
be each
foundwheel.
that the front wheels ! mean
free from this evil. A wobbling or your surroundings most
Morning service at 10.30 A. M.
unattractive.
toe outward, it is evident that some wavering wheel will wear out a tire
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
thing is wrong. It no accident has in less than one-third the time it takes For one thing, you would lie in pitch
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
darkness; and even if you could look
occurred, it may be that the connect to wear it out in normal wear.
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
about
you would see nothing hr* a
ing rod to the steering knuckle is too
Special music by choir.
Th" rear wheels of a car are not as vast e\pause of utter hesolat: >
short.
This defect can easily he
Choir practice Monday nights.
likely to become wobbly as L’:o.;e ir. submarine desert devon
an v
remedied by lengthening the rod until
A ll are cordially invited to come and
front, and by the same token they are ing things.
: the fault is corrected. It is wise to
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins.
less likely to get out of line. Row
The water would be motionless and
Tuesday night church prayer and j check up the alinement of the wheels j ever, when rear wheels get out of line
the absolute silence unbroken by any
( from time to time. In doing this it ; they wear down faster than those in
praise Service.
....
I—
sound of the sea. To add to the un
I is necessary to get the exact measure- '■front under similar circumstances.
pleasantness. the cold would be seChurch of the Good Shepherd
’ ment between the wood felloes, hold- j because of the traction strain.
‘ vere. For tlie temperature at such
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
.ing the measuring stick inside the
If
it
is
thought
that
the
rear
wheels
depths never rises above 40 degrees
wheel
and
directly
in
front
of
the
axle.
Sunday Services
Then take the measurement back of are out of alinement, it is suggested Fahrenheit, and mud dredged from the
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
that the car be jacked up and- some bottom in equatorial regions, though,
Also on the first Sunday in the the axle. The difference between the
,
stationary
object, preferably a pencil the season he midsummer, almost
two measurements should not be
month at 10.30
or
a
bit
of
chalk, be held within a freezes the hand. This is because the
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 greater than from three-eighths to a
j
fraction
of
an
inch of the rim. Then water, cooled at the poles spreads out
half-inch.
If
it
is
found
that
the
space
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
between the wheels is greater, it is 1spin the wheel, and if it is not true over the sea-floor even to the tropic.
Sunday School at noon
evident that the wheels are not in j part of the rim will strike the chalk
The darkness can literally be felt:
First Baptist
I and other parts will not.
alinement
and
the
fault
should
be
for
the pressure in the depths is
Court S t
rectified at once. Further:
! A wobbly wheel can not always be tremendous— several tons to the square
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
It will also be noted that the front : determined by jacking up the car and inch. If you were exposed to it, you
10.30 morning worship *wlth sermon.
or spinning the wheel, since the wobble would be instantly crushed to a jelly.
12.00 Bible School with classes for i1wheels of a car are cambered,
!
dished.
That
is,
in
plain
English,
the
i is more apparent when the weight of But the fishes and other animals
men and women.
i
the car is upon the wheels.
The dwelling there have bodies so permeat
j
holes
are
bored
in
the
hubs
“on
the
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. j
practise of parking cars against ed with water (even their bones being
j
bias.”
The
object
is
to
bring
the
7.00 gospel song service and serm on.1
I points of contact of the tire tread j curbstones is responsible for a great soft ami cartilaginous) that they ex
8.00 Aftermeeting.
deal of wobbly and unalined wheels, perience no inconvenience.
When
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week i with the road as nearly under the ,
as
the
constant
banging
has
a
tend
captured
and
drawn
to
the
snrfaee.
steering
knuckle
pivots
as
possible,j
prayer service.
ency to twist the wheels from dead they are apt to burst open, owing to
Choir rehearsal each Tjiosday even the theory being that this position
center.
sudden removal of the pressure.
makes
for
easy
steering
and
the
turn
in g at the close of the regular prayer
ing of curves. The “ dish” allowance
meeting.
Suppose that some strange dwellers j
varies from about an inch to an inch
of
the ether above the sea of air
First Congregational
IN DEEPEST DEPTHS
and three-quarters. This will explain
which we inhabit should fish for us
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
why altho the front tires “ toe-in” they i
OF WORLD’S OCEANS with ingenious contrivances of their
Pastors theme next sabbath morning
I wear down evenly rather than one- | The normal depth of the ocean floor own. On being fetched up to a height ;
(Christ and the common people).
I sided, as one lvould naturally but
H o evening service.
I is about two and a half miles. Toward of 50 miles from tin* surfac'- of the
erroneously expect to be the case.
earth, our appearance (owing to re
j and near the poles, however, there is
Methodist Episcopal
It must not be thought, however,
moval
of atmospheric pressure) would
Corner School and Military Streets.
that excessive tread wear is always ;|a marked shallowing.
be
sadly
altered. Our eyes would be
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
due to wheels out of alinement. An
There are 10 known areas where the starting out of their sockets;
our!
20.80 a. m Public W orship with sermon
other very grave and common cause depth exceeds four miles, not counting tongues would hang out of our mouths
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
P o stu m
is wobbly wheels. A loose or worn
ised and Graded* Classes for all.
four other places where it is more and, if not alreadv defunct, we would .
}
m
t
j hub disk or worn bearings will cause
8.20 p. m. Junior League Meeting.
immediately die.
3.00 p. m. Preparatory Members Class. a wheel to wobble or have more play than five miles. These areas of ex
It is a rather interesting fact that #
4.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
than is necessary.
This sets up a ceptional profundity are called “ deeps."
* under the auspices of the Epwerth
the ocean's deepest deeps have depths
wavering_ or twisting
as the
. . . ----- u iu Umotion
UU
lilt? One of them skirts the south shore of
League.
about equal to the heights of the
7.00 f.~oL P n l M and Praachln* service !
r° !' 8 ° ™ r ‘ he ground, and with Cuban elongated submarine valley.
loftiest mountain ranges. But the top
with
vested
chorus
choir
|each twi8t
the wheel a part of the
The deepest hole in the Atlantic is most peak of tile highest mountain in
General prayer meeting at 7.30 e v e ry , tread surface of the tire is scruffed
Tuesday evening.
j off.
Nares Deep, between the West Indies

in the Himalayas .
hair' miles abo • ' '
if placed on** ^the “

PIanet
°f

more than half
'VOuW flow ov" r Uii

isn’t b re a k fa st for
me unless w e have

P ost
Toasties
'NEW

ties

Hade by

Christian

8c Isnee
at Presbyterian

In some makes of tires it is very
easy to determine the fact that the
Church, 11 A. M.
wheel is wobbly. The surface of the
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON
tread, instead of wearing down smooth
Unitarian
ly, wears down unevenly or in little
Military Street at Kelleran
hills and valleys. Some users are
Preaching Service regularly every
prone to condemn such a tire as de
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
fective.
It would hardly be possible
S e p t 19, Oct. 3, 17 and 31st.
for every other inch of rubber on the
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00 j
surface to be imperfectly made while
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
the intervening space is perfect.
Sunday Service

114 Court Street

Tel. 186-W

WATCH TOUR
WOBBLING WHEELS, AND
SAVE YOUR TIRES

and Bermuda, where it take a sound
to reach bottom.

the Indian ocean, between Java and

p a n a m a c a n a l zone

Christmas island, has a depth of four

an;il Zen**.
Z«.n.- A
A tat!
e.rt,..*-. .
Balhea, <'anal
V'.'i Uiiid’y -'and
and two-fifths miles. But deepest of ehild!vn writes:
me by mail two
of your I *r. T r
all known marine abysses is Planet Elixir. I oantior buy it 11••r*‘ in Panama,
■n't
* to l,,. a is li. >ut it ::i
tit,*
Deep, of the island of Mindanao, which .and

O

S

lions... t...an’-*- I ! a ve three children, ami

Every automobile-owner is interest
ed In tire-saving, and if he pay heed
to a few timely suggestions he may
not only save much wear and tear on
his tires, but also decrease his calls
on dealers and limit the outpourings j
of his pocketbook. For instance, if |
FOR
AND
the wheels begin to wobble, it is not
Colds, Coughs
La G rip p e
always a sign that the driver has
evaded observance of the Eighteenth
Neglected Colds ere Dangerous
Amendment. It is more probable that
T a k e n o chances. K e e p this standard rem e d y ha dy for the first sneeze.
the wheels are out of alinement, and
B re ak s up a ccdJ iu r ; h.-ur:;— Relieves
if this continues long the sidewise
G rip p e in 3 c a y : — E x c e lle n t fo r II >adache
friction on the tire will very soon put
Q u in in e in this fo rm doer, not affect the head— Cascara is best Tonic
L a x a t iv e — N o O p iate in H i l l ’s.
it literally out of the running. Many
a man goes to needless expense by
failing to keep an eye on his wheels,
for perfect alinement is a first es
sential. The wheels are made to run
parallel, and when they proceed to
bead their efforts away from
each
othf r the tire suffers from the extra j
rubbing and the owner’s pocketbook j
loses a bit of its bulge.
1
Nothing w ill grind the tread rubber
from a tire as quickly as the rasping
action of a wheel out of line. The j
heaviest treaded tire will,
if the
wheels are sufficiently out of aline
ment, be worn down to the breaker
•trip in less than five miles. And
strangely enough, in such case, it is
extremely difficult to convince the
car-owner that the abnormal wear Is
not due to the softness of the rubber.
Let us for a moment consider the
reason why a side-swiping or oblique
motion has a better cutting or wear
ing action.
Take, for instance,
a
razor. In shaving a man does not
draw the blade straight down against
the .beard.
Instead he draws the
razor downward and obliquely. Bar
bers tell us that this is proper be
cause the edge of the razor, when
viewed under a microscope, resembles
S1A
the edge of a saw. Then again the
mechanic in filing a bit of metal finds
that the cross motion with the rasp '
attains the result more speedily than |
were he to file in a straight line,
••r ; -• ‘i f :
Hence, a cross motion on the surface j
of a tire while it is speeding forward j
can not help but literally grind the j
!3Zo,
rubber from the carcass.
MARK
W hen a wheel is out of alinement j
. t
the fact dhn be very easily determined j
before the tlre^has been completely j
rained. The tread will wear off flat |
is tho strlpt off with a knife, whereas j
in normal w ear there is a slight curve I
a the tread, altho it may already
From its growth in the Far East, to its service at your
lave run a considerable distance, f
table; every detail is one of particular care to see that
^ aine
who visit Maine folks get
However, it is obviously quite im*
Ntttant that such a condition b e 1
emedled Immediately, else the tire is*
Ega
It is easy to buy. Almost every
prematurely consigned to the ju n k -'
dealer in this neighborhood sells it.
leap. It is undoubtedly a fact that
t this very minute there are thouands of cars throughout the country i
'hose wheels are out of true and j
'hose owners are unaware of
the
ict. These men are certainly not
sttlng the service they should from
lelr tires.
A s probably every one knows, the
ont wheels of an automobile “toe.” This is done because under tho
Iving force the front wheels have a
ndency to spread: hence, the “toe” was devised to offset this tendency. 1

reel:n<r riyM, 1 iri
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c n S a v in g s A c c o u n ts o
a n y
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QUININE

m

Alw ays the same rich,
full-flavored tea.
Sold only in the sealed air
tight Red Rose Carton.

j

THE YELLOW PACKAGE TEA

A PARTICULARLY GOOD TEA
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The Sick Examined Free
B o sto n ’ s M aster Specialist

Dr. Barbrick

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

IS

H

has a sounding record of 5348 fathoms the Elixir is t)),- best family remedy i
ever use], W]i,-n . n e .1 ; \ lie children isn't
or more than six miles.

Kill That Cold With
CASCARA D

The

v>c.v*
* Pays interest of 2 r**
cent on
^
balances of $500
or over
^

CHILDREN WRITES FROM

Wharton Deep, in

Y

C e r e a l C o . In c , B a t tle C r e e k ,M ic k

Houlton Trust Co.

FATHER OF THREE

ing line five and a quarter miles long

----

W IL L M A K E H IS N E X T R E G U L A R V IS IT TO

Houlton, Me;«e. and be at the

Snell H o u se -O n e Day Only

PERSONAL ATTENTION
DU. HAKRitK’K W I L L POSITF
i :k in
a
t
a
n
i
> S E
I 'F l i - ' >*■’ \ ! !.Y ( ' I ' . V . s n . T w ':I T H
A S : * K \ A M 1 N K A I. J. <'A S E S .

Thursday, Sept. 30th
10 a, ns. to 5 p. m.
A r e Y o u S ic k ?
A r e Y o u S u ffe rin g ? D o
Y o u K n o w W h a t A ils Y o u ?
Unless you
k n o w the T ru e C ause of your troubles you
.....
« c * c r he
ue cured.
every 100
100 sick
sick
w
ill never
cured. 90
90 out
out of
of every
fa il to ge t w e ll because o f im proper diagnosis.

FREE TO THE SICK
Dr. Barbrick will find Your Disease
■

■ m aa

-

and to aocommotlafce the many who were unable to see him during his previous visits he w ill con
tinue his ‘ F re e O ffe r and give to all who call on him during this visit his complete examinations
and full diagnosis together with all office services required by the case A bsolu tely F re e o f C harge.

DISEASES TREATED

I-------- ------------------------------------

To thoso unacquainted with the great work
irried on by I>r. Barbrick, tho reach and range
of liia system of treatment and its admirable
adaption to the needs of every class of invalids
may be indicated by the diversity of diseases
accepted fo r treatment*

PATADQU Tl,t}

symptoms and conseU H I H U n i l quences o f whidh are too well
known to repeat.
n C A C I I C O O Partial or Complete.
A re
Ul HIIILOO you warned by:nt)gfafg noises
in the ears of the extension ox the catarrhal
inflammation to the hearing?

fWODCDOIA

Lois of appetite, bloating o f
U l O l E l U l H the stomach or any of the
forms of catarrhal inflammation o f the diges
tive organs.
D D O H O U IT lO
D n U n b n l I Id

Hacking «*u gb, pain in the
cheat; lues of flesh, etc.

f i n i l C U A I DTIflAI H aro you been warned
U U u O U f Y I r I l u l l o f the approach by a
persistent cough, N i g h t S w e a t s or Hem
orrhages ?
\

AQTUMA

Ho yon suffer from an oppressed
feeling, choking or smothering
sensation and difficult breathing?

HO I nitlH

Wonderful X R a y Examinations F R E E

DISEASES shortness o f breath,’
h a v e w ith h im h is S pecial “ X R A Y ” outfit a n d E le c tr i- |
or palpitation.
in es a n d In stru m e n ts f o r e x a m in in g th e E ye, E a r , j
D R c. aB) AERxBa mR IinC inK gw iMllach
N o se , T h ro a t, I.n ngs, H e a rt, B lo o d , etc., a n d w i ll g iv e these r e m a rk a b le e x a m i- |
K
ID
N
E
Y
D
IS
E
A
S
E
S
puffinees under the
natio n s abso lu te ly F r e e to a ll w h o c a ll on h im d u r i n g t h is visit. T h e ab o v e p h oto
eyes, swelling of the feet and frequent urination.

B

s h o w s th e D o c to r m a k in g X K a y E x a m in a tio n o f L u n g s a s a n A i d to D ia g n o s is .

I IV P R

n iC C A C C Q

P a i n in t h e a id e ,

LlvCn C/i OLMOLO muddy complexion,

feeling o f lassitude and constipation, etc.
t irn iiA iiA
—
Loss of s le e p ,

READ

K IS C R E D E N T IA L S

For the benefit o f those who may not know

For the Hopeless

him well, the following credentials will cna^
ble the patient to juilge whether tho Doctor
is qualified to cure him or not.

Acute or chronic, musca' Y 1"
lar, articular or sciatic,
for which other treatments proved unavailing

witnout
S
StneLKnife.
tdmors

-

He especially invites those who have
tried other treatments and failed; those
who are now treating month after month
without help, continuing to treat because
of false eucouragement; those who suffer
Physician,
andFor
Specialist.
For seven
. - j __ ami Surgeon
specialist.
seven
from any M A LA D Y which has been pro
vears
------! in the California
"
years Teacher and Professor
Eclectic Medical College. Graduate Cincin nounced INCURABLE, and people who
nati, 1893: Atlanta, 19CO; Los Aiigeles, 1910; have been told that they had Consump
Post Graduate Now York Policlinic, 1901-2:
tion, Heart Trouble, Nervous Weakness,
N . Y, P. G., 1907-8; Edinburg, London and
Paris, 1912; Vienna and Harvard, 1913. Ex- or any disease, are all invited to call and
President and member of various medical and place themselves under his care during
scientific societies. A s a Teacher, Writer and
this
visit,. and ox
take
........... «««* W
M.W
t£ advantage of the
Specialist
his reputation is international.
opeciauat ms
ffre
6 auvantage
Offer
lYee
Offer,

J. FRASER BARBRICK, M. D.

Permanent Address and Laboratory, 210 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass,
In Fort Fairfield, at the Plymouth, Friday, October 1st. from 10 to (5
In Presque Isle, at the Presque Isle House, Saturday, October 2nd, from 1»> to »5
In Caribou at the Vaughn House, Sunday and^Monday. October 3rd and 4th, from 10 to G both days.
To meet, consult with and examine both old and new patients.
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Wallagras

‘DID MORE THAN I
Washburn
DREAMED IT COULD’ Westfield
Westmanland
“ I W i t h Everyone W h o Suffers A s I
Weston
Did W o uld T r y Tanlac,” S a y s
Winterville
Portland Woman.
W oodland

1,144
1,870
79S
101
433
353
1.120

1,004
1.5.x2
680

104
390
267
1.101

“ I just wish everyone who Millers as Township A.
10
Range 2
I did would only try Tanlac. for I
Township
know it would help them just like it
71
Range 2
has me,” said Miss Kmmii Smith, 1(>1
Fort Road. South Portland, Maine, in Township I),
11
a statement, the other day.
! Range 2
‘’ For the past two years I was Township 1, Range 4
(North Yarmouth
bothered with stomach trouble and
Academy Grant)
nervousness, and (hiring that time I
learned what it meant to suffer,” she Township 1,
*
Range 5
continued. “ After every meal I was
Township
3,
In misery, what I ate fermented and
4
Range 2
gave me terrible cramps in my
stomach. I had a smothring feeling ! Township 4,
37
In my chest and throat and it was ' Range 3
hard for me to get my breath. My j Township 7.
*
Range 3
nerves were all unstrung and I would
worry and fret over little things I had Township 7,
Range 4
always passed by unnoticed. I would
wake up several times during the Township 7,
Range 5
night, and the little sleep I got was
restless and 1 could hardly tell 1 had j Township 8,
been to bed at all. I felt tired out all j Range 3
day long and the housework became Township 8,
Range 4
a burden to me.
“W ell, I must say that Tanlac has Township 8,
Range 5
done more for me than I had ever
dreamed any medicine would, and I Township 9,
have so much more strength and j Range 3
energy that I am feeling even better j Township 9,
Range 4
than I did before my troubles began.
I am hungry all the time now, ev ery - 1Township 9,
thing agrees with me and I never J Range 5
have the slightest sign of stomach Township 11,
Range 4
trouble. My nerves are so steady I
can sleep all night long without wak- Township 11,
Range 14
Irg up even once, and I get up feeling
rested and refreshed. My housework Township 12,
Range 13
does not tire me in the least, and
thanks to Tanlac my health is just so Township 12,
Range 15
fine that life is now a pleasure.”
Tanlac Is sold in Houltonby Munro’s Township 13,
Range 14
W e st End D rug Store. Island Falls by
8. R. Crabtree, Fort Kent by Stanley Township 13,
Range 15
Bnrrlll, Littleton by L. F. Hall, Smyr
na M ills by Clyde C. Brown, Easton Township 14,
Range 6
b y Robt. N. Miller.— Adv.
Township 14,
Range 11
Township 14
The following are the official figures
Range 14

OFFICIAL CENSUS

15
17
47

17
8

19

*

31

8

19

*

16

122

23

*

14

12
151

102

21

*

17

89

9

*

12

*

2

*

5

14

19

*

13

18

6

*

10

4

784
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f ' s. ? ' /?- ; i y;
LL>c.v. ** 3cok No. 15984 issued by the d go roi' onlov.
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to A. E. Asti
To . Lffil ,\i.
rings and get just wiiat. you pay tor.
liotll ton Savings Hank is reported
«aii v new
loo
-ua v he
on at the
lost, a ni this notice is given, as ivT I M E S olfic
307
28
Cabbage in any quantity may be had by
quirrd liy law, that a duplicate' hook Buy Diamonds of Osgood ard save at
phoning 2.V1. A. It. Cmnmiug, H o e 1- For Rent—2 front reemr., Pic-ser
124 may In issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
least “ 'Vi on Rig t-'toro Trices.
l o (i. ,\i o.
:i:is
1.01.6
biori'.. inquire of Harry it. Burleigh
Tel. L A M .
tf
A Round Parlor Coal Stove in pood If Osgood can
n )t repair your watch
condition tor sale.
Apply to Mclie will say r
11 Recent experiments have proved that
Then*
is
no
hi
tiff
at
Osgood’s stock of jewelry is unexcell
( ’.avy Shoe Store, Tel. 3U9-W
Osgood a.
ed for quality and his prices are the
if mixe ;! under proper conditions, they
20 make ; n exceedingly vehement explo- Farm Wanted— Wanted to hear from For S ale— 1 Ba; Coif, 1'A yrs. old. lowt-st in town.
owner of farm or good land for salo.
Suffolk punch •toe!:. J. Welington
Coupons for typewriter ribbons may
sive n lore powerful, in fact., than dy- Mnsi lie priced right. Write L. Jones. Porter, ( Iree/i St.
T own
-: LSp
be exchanged at the TIMES office
Hex Hal, Olney. 111.
TIN
namite,
for any machine.
To Let One Good Comfortable Room'
When you burn coal, the fire is a re
for Gentlemen only.
Handy to W h y wait until your jewelry is sent to
sult of a chemical combination of the Bank Book No. 18253 issued by the
Iloullon Savings Hank is reported Square. Apply to C. G. Lunt. i lilies
Boston or New York for repairs
carbon of the coal with the oxygen of lost, and this notice is given, as re Office.
when Osgood can do it here same day.
th(> air. But if you take pun' oxygen, quired by law, that, a duplicate bool;
reduce it to a liquid, and mix it whit may be issued. L. O. Ludwig. Treas. For Sale— 1065 acres of Timberland. I have taken the agency for Southern
8 miles from St. John city and
Aroostook for Mack Trucks. For
some carbonaceous materia’, you have
mile to Rairoad, containing thousands particulars apply to E. W. t'urpenter
8 only to ignite the mixture in order to
4.’lisp
Ban k Book No. 10824 issued by the of cords of pull) wood, hard wood and Tel. 414 5.
produce a violent explosion. The car
Houlton Savings Bank is reported lumber. James H. McPartland, St.
John.
N.
B.
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
bon and oxygen rush together in lost, and this notice is given, as re
Newspaper may he left at the
stantaneously. and the result is the quired by law. that a duplicate hook B a n k Book No. 457 issued by the H o u l
TIMES Office, where the lowest price
34 sudden development of a great volume may he issued. L. O. Ludwig. Treas.
ton Savings Bank is reported lost,
336 and this notice is given, as required can be obtained.
of gas, which, if confined, rends __________
by law, that a duplicate hook may he A Valued Subscriber s a y s “Every time
things to pieces.
; show C a s e s ^ w T h a v e several Display issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
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that I have used these columns for
Liquid oxygen, a fluid of bluish tint, j Show Cases and one display grocery
selling articles, they have been suc21
Account
Register,
which
Late
Model
Ford
C
a
r
in
Good
C
on
d
i
one
cessful.” Try them.
i can he produced only by special ap-1counter,
we will sell cheap as we have no
tion will he sold at a bargain if tak
] paratus; hut its manufacture is being further use for them, ( ‘all and see us en at once. Self starter, shock absobj greatly cheapened by improved pro- J. E. Robinson <Y Co
237 ors. etc. For information telephone Typewriter Ribbons for all M ac h ine *
as well as Carbon Paper made by
125-5. Clarence Ayotte, 35 School St.
1cesses, and before long it is likely to
Webster—There's none better.
Cail
111 j be inexpensive. For tin* making of an For Sale— Studerbaker T o u rin g Car,
1920 model, 5 passenger, six cylinder ! W a n te d — Men or W o m en to take or or send to TIMES Office.
|explosive, it may he mixed with wood- : special six. Practically a new car.
ders among friends and neighbors
|pulp, fuel oil and infusorial earth,
Only run 2500 miles. New spare cord for the genuine guaranteed hosiery, Merchants and Pro*e~3ioral Men do
not have to buy coupon h >oks :or
j A cheesecloth hag filled with the tire with the ear. A good trade for full line for men, women and children.
typewriter ribbons. Buy your rihh ns
somehodv.
Inquire
Joe
Bernstein.
Eliminates
darning.
We
pay
50c
an
I three materials last named is soaked
138 ' hour spare time or $24 a week for full at the TIMES Office as you need them.
in liquid oxygen, and. being thereby
I time. Exerience unnecessary. Write
23
frozen stiff, is slipped into a paste For Sale— Fine Green Tom atoes at 1International Stocking Mills, Norris ! G ir ls W a nted fo r Clo thes Pin Factory
at Davidson. Good wages a
s m ly
board container. Tims a cartridge is
1030p ;
25 cts. a peck.
Phone Pearson’s town. Pa.
|work.
Inquire at office <C S e n n it
26 made which may he placed in a hole (52X1111' or call at store. Delivered
'Lumber Company. Houlton or write
in a coal seam and tamped with clay, free. Also new onions, heats, green A chance to own a desirable home of to above Company at Davidson.
tf
7 rooms and hath, situated on
cucumbers for table use. 25 cts. doz.,
as a preliminary to setting it off. This and pickling cucumbers 5n cts. peek. Bowdoin street, corner Maple, con
l
JBan k Book No. 13540 issued by the
kind of explosive is likely before long Pearson the Jeweler.
23,S taining two-thirds of an acre of land. ;| Houlton Savings Bank is i<-curred
i
house contains all modern eonveni- j
to he in general use in coal and otlie”
I lost, and this notice is give:., as re
California Rose Bead necklace La cnees, hardwood floors, furnace and quired by law. that a duplicate b ok
mines.
electric
lights.
Price
on
application
I
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Valliere style 32 inches, set off with i
may he issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
Care has to he used in handling the
tf i
pearls, popular colors highly scented. , to Mrs. Mary Drake, Tel. 341-4.
336
liquid qxvgen, because if it comes into Latest creation, fit for a queen. Mail-1
i contact with hare skin it may cause , ed one dollar satisfaction or money i Eve ry intelligent wage-earner, and
W anted to purchase collections of old
serious burns. Cold, as well as heat, hack. F. Morrison. Box 214. La Jolla, j ('very employer, should read SOME
postage stamps, old envelopes con
I DOG. This “ little hook with the hig
|
taining postage stamps issued prior
may burn—a fact famhiar to any Calif. (Late Lewiston, Maine.)
purpose" is interesting thinking people
’?
to 18S0. E. B. Brown. 56 Chambers
small hoy who has been “ dasted” to
; ip. all parts of the coumry. and has
street. New Haven, Connecticut.
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Board
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E
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i
received
high
commendation.
The
place his tongue in contact with an
9p
ation and Registration of Nurses will publisher is urged on every side to get
iron railing on a freezing winter day. hold an examination for applicants for
j this book into the hands of everybody,
21
registration on Wednesday and Thurs
P fiK J L
i day. October 2hth-21st. 1920, beginning j If is just the right size for the c: :>*H O JJ±X SSi
; pocket, contains only sixty pages, is
No tice of F i r s t M e etln a of C re d ito r s
at
9
a.
m.
at
the
State
House,
Augusta,
p”inted in large type. car. he read in :
1
In the D is t r ic t C o u rt of the U n it ed 1
i S t a t e s f o r the N o rt h e r n D i v is io n of the ' Maine. Applications should bo filed a half-hour, and will he read many j
with the Secretary, R. A. Metcalfe. R. times. Everybody .wants his friends
D i s t r i c t of Maine.
In B a n k r u p t c y . N., Fentral Maim* General Hospital.
to read it “ as an aid to straight think- ’
, In Matter of
'
, Lewiston, Maine fifteen days previous ing along economic lines." (See ed:-i
1 L e v i H. M ay
1 In Bankruptcy , to date of examination.”
737 torial American Lumberman. Aug. 14.1
[
Bankrupt. |
192di. An odd title, SOME DOG. but ;
To the c r e d i t o r s o f L e v i II.
everybody when he reads this lim e !
CARD OF T H A N K S
May of Island Falls in the county of
hook gets the idea. In ( ’loth Covers '
To our many friends who with kind $1.00 per single copy. Paper Covers i
Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank
38 rupt.
ly sympathy and neighborly acts help 25 cents per single copy. $1.00 per five j For Sale a Desirable House lot on P a r k
Notice is hereby given that on the 14th ed to soften the blow in our recent coiiies.
Mailed to any address o i ! Avenue, with about 2L> acres of
28 day of Sept., A. I>. IDL’0 the said Levi groat sorrow, we extend our heartfelt jreceipt of price1. Order now, and then jgood land adjoining it. suitable for a
9 H. May was duly adjudicated bank thanks. To those who sent flowers think about it after you have read this ;large garden or a “ Village Farm.”
rupt: and that the first meeting of credi we arc also grateful.
“ different” hook.
Quantity prices on J Apply to E. E. Burleigh or Mrs. P. C.
tor’s will be held at the office of Edwin L.
Mr.
Mrs. JOHN CRAWFORD request. F. A.
Higgins. Publisher, iNewbegin, 60 Pleasant St.. Houlton,
Vail, in Houlton on the 9th day of Oct., , Houlton Sept. 20th.
<Bradbury, Maine.
436 j Maine.
43lp

!

o f the census of Aroostook County.
Township 14,
1920
1900
M inor civil dlv.
1910
Range 16
31
Aroostook Co. 81,728 74,664 60,744 Township 15.
245
190
Allagash
359
Range 5
51
Am ity
*
393
375
404 Township 15,
1,080
Ashlapd
2,173
2,391
Range 6
74
Bancroft
315
344
318 Township 15,
Benedicta
350
268
292
Range 11
19
Blaine
1,117
1,013
954 Township 15,
Bridgewater
1,238
1.179
1.212
*
Range 15
11
Caribou
6,018
5,377
4,758 Township 16,
Cary
340
327
400
A. D., 1920, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
Range 4
6
10
at which time the said creditors may a t
Castle Hill
571
532
567 Township 16,
tend, prove their claims, appoint a trus- j
Caswell
558
529
36S
Range 12
39 tee, examine the bankrupt and transact
24
25
Chapman
490
426
285 Township 17,
such other business as may properly come !
Connor
585
609
453
before said meeting.
I
*
Range 3
6:13
Dated at Houlton, Sept. 14, 1920.
Crystal
508
502
370 Township 17,
E D W IN L. VAIL,
Cyr
479
531
502
Range 4
172
236
101
Referee in Bankruptcy.
280 Township 17,
385
D yer Brook
281
E. Mantation
*
C A R D OF T H A N K S
Range 5
180
144
(Twp. E. B. 2)
97
126
44 Township 18,
W e wish to extend our most sincere
thanks to the many friends who so
1,421 - 406
Eagle Lake
1,772
Range 10
78
9
35
kindly rendered assistance, and fyr the
Easton
1,300
1,451
1,215 Township 18,
many expressions in flowers of friend
Tort Fairfield town,
*
Range 11
4
ship and sympathy.
including Fort FairMrs. GEO. H. TABER
Township 20,
Mrs.
SILAS W. TABER
field village
4,651
4.3S1 4,181
*
Range 12
56
Miss LU CY M. TABER
H>rt Kent
4,237
3,710 2,528 Township 3,
Miss MARION TABER
Frenchville
1,586
1,414 1,316
*1
Range 3
2
15
Miss M ARGARE T TA B ER
\
Garfield
142
121
111 Inc. place
Miss LOUISE TABER
1920
1910
1900
Cftenwood
87
128
178 Fort Fairfield
Grand Isle
739
1,317
1,104
village
1,993
1,620
1,469
Ham lin
602
657
574 Presque Isle
Hammond
132
115
116
village
3,452
2,938
1,256
Haynesville
349
272
316
No population reported.
overcome by cur treatment.
Write
Hersey
245
186
199
for information.
Hodgdon
1,070
1,153 1,130
OXYGEN SOON TO
Houlton
6.191
5,845 4,686
T H E N E A L IN S T IT U T E
RIVAL DYNAMITE
Island Falls
1,683
1,686 1,063
166 Pleasant Ave.,
Portland, Maine
Oxygen and carbon are two of the
Limestone
1,506
1,293 1,131
Telephone 4216
Linneus
706
809
834 most plentiful substances in nature. all-18-25 s i
Littleton
1,049
1,026
956
Ludlow
375
412
394
Macwajtoc
131
147
153
M adawaska
1.933
1,831
1,698
Mapleton
1.128
1.120
853
M a rs Hill
1.783
1.511
1,183
Masardis
690
650
438 «!1I>iiii I « »» H III III HI II miF i ihH' h h n ii m i n n »i ii n ............. fi ti h i, ........... .
M errill
361
393
298
No. 62. Farm containing 50 acres, 40 acres cleared, of the very best
Molunkus
102
88
74
Monticello
1,268
1,297 1,332 potato land. Good team weighs 2800, 2 cows, 1 hog, 2 pigs, most all kinds of
M oro
181
215
217 machinery, and in good repair. Plenty of wood for home use. Fairly good
Nashville
39
27
32
set buildings. 2V6 miles to Market. Price $5000.
N e w Canada
573
590
419
N e w Limerick
412
481
800
N e w Sweden
064
905
867
Oakfleld
1,016
928
860
O rient
170
187
208

DRUGHABIT

Small Farm for Sale
Geo. S. Hoskin, Real Estate Agent

O xbow
108
Perham
659
Portage Lake
721
Presque Isle town,
Including Presque
5,581
Isle village
639
Reed
1,669
St. Agatha
1,241
St. Francis
849
St. John
1,134
Sherman
164
Silver Ridge
460
Smyrna
1,038
Stockholm
4,594
V a n Buren
383
W ade

181
785
500

153
580
241

O ffic e at H a g e rm a n ’s Piano Parlors,

Houlton, M aine

W W W w

>

>
5,179 . 3,804
399
537
1,533
1,396
568
918
571
371
980
1,053
168
155
411
411
715
101
1,878
3,065
271
318

first cough
in

Sept.
L o d e out for the first cough; that's the
one that comes the quickest, stays the
longest, causes the filost trouble. W hy
not take our C O U G H S Y R U P now.
D o so before the cough becomes
-complicated and chronic. Buy this
•pleasant, effective tough remedy sold
b y ourselves. L a ^ down 50 cts. and
•ay, “Give me the best cough syrup.”

M unro’s W est End
Drug Store

6 a$t maine € o n f,m K t
Seminary

In order that hoys may lmln at home
(luring the harvest and oCi t s earn
more tor school expenses

O p en s

Tuesday,

Sept.

28, 1920

1

1

L o ss of time made up by short W in te r
vacation

Five Strong Courses:
College Preparatory A. II.
College Preparatory B. S.
Seminary
Household Arts
Commercial
Excellent special courses in Elocution,
Piano, Voice. Violin and Mandolin.
School Orchestra, Glee Club and Band
Faculty of ten

New hoys’ dormitory opens this Fall
Expenses very reasonable. Students
who are willing to work about the
grounds and buildings can easily re
duce cash expense; to $150 per year
For catalogue and further information
apply to
ELMER

R. V E R R I L L ,

President

This h-’ iutil’ul i:’>roon hintsc wstii stable. i> barns and
acn s of land to he sold at cnee a id
with i d real estate agent's fr.*. Tin* house is 1:1. ally located in a thriving village, near a
church library, high school, railroad, and electric lines. It is built of the best inmeriuis
front the granite foundations to the slate roof and is a remarkably fine piece of workmanship
in every way; has bath, furnae \ electric lights and all mod rn conveniences. Stable is 4!x40, well finished and with steel failing. Ikuais 4 Kb). (mx.Vmind tifxds. all well located.
This A r m cut S7 loads of hay and can easily cut more, has good pasture and plenty of wood
and lumber. All will he sold for less than the original cost of the house. This is just the place
for a man who wants an extra fine home in tin* village with farm, cor further information
------------ -----w r i t e -------------------

Bucksport, Maine

W . S. Pillsbury & Son,

Watervilie, Maine

t
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OF L O C A L
Subscribers should bear in
mind that all subscriptions are
payable in advance and the pa
per will be discontinued at ex
piration. Notice of such expira
tion will be sent out the First of
*«ach month .

INTEREST
Mrs. Lester Adams has returned
from her former home after a two
week’s vacation.
Miss Eleanor Wilkins left Monday
for Waterville to resume her studies
at Colby college.

W. C. T. U.

TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES

The first regular meeting of the \Y.
C. T. U. for the year was held at the
home of Mrs. C. E. Dunn on Thursday,
September 16th.
At this meeting
delegates to the state convention at
Augusta were elected, also a delgate.
Mrs. Isabelle Daggett, to the Advisory
committee of the International Con
gress Against Alcoholism, which meets
at Washington.
Next meeting of the W. C. T. lT.
meets on Oct. 7th, at the home of
Mrs. Small on North street.

The management of Temple theatre
is fortunate indeed in securing the
services of Prof. John Peterson as
Musical Director. Mr. Peterson comes
highly
recommended
and is a n
orchestra leader of rare ability;
he
also possesses a fine tenor voice ami
will he heard and appreciated liy the
patrons of the Temple.
Ethel May Sliorey and her Company
of able players will h<‘ at the Temple
for a three days engagement, starting
October fourth.

PAGE FIVE

Delicious refreshments of cake and
punch were served by a committee it:
charge of Mrs. Alex Gumming ami
Mrs. George McNair.
After a short musical program it:
charge of Mrs. Raymond Gumming.
Mrs. Hughes was presented with a
beautiful pin, ami a set of ling* repins from the choir, the presentation
speech being made hy Air. Samuel
Parks, who spoke of the history of
choir music, and praised the good
work done hy Airs. Hughes as director
of the Baptist church choir, voicing
tin* keen regret felt by the church in
losing so valuable a friend ami helper.
Airs. Barnes with appropriate re
marks and kindly wishes gave her a
fine silk umbrella as a token of ap 
preciation
and esteem from the
church.
Mrs. Hughes, deeply touched, grace
fully accepted these gifts with fitting
words of gratitude, stating that the
kindly spirit of good will and loving
fellowship would cheer her as she
went to her new home.

i Carroll. Evolve Kelso, Thelma I>am:I lord.
Evi-IvnMcCormick,
Pauline
Astle.
Alarion Donald, Kathryn Har1vey. Elizabeth Tarbell, Gertrude Ham,
Alary
Dudley, Pauline llorrie,
Mary
Louise Wakefield. Sadie Porter.
> ou.ug nu n's chorus: John Hough
ton. Phil Churchill. Edward Lanue, N.
Green. Phil Clark.
Halbert
Porter
Kalian Dunn. Manley Van Tassel, Al
vin Butler, Carl Dunpliy. Paul Lawler,
Gilbert Boom?. Lester Reese. Kenneth.
Jones. Bernard
Hager, an.
Vinal
Good, Wendall Knox, Than Porter.

Miss Eleanor Whiteside left Monday
for Presque Isle where she will enter
the Normal school.
Bernard Esters left last week to
HELEN KELLER IS HAPPY
AT THE DREAM
Geo. S. Gentle and Miss Edna Gentle
resume his studies at Colby college.
The
Helen Keller photo story
The
Harrington
Stock
Co.,
which
went to Presque Isle Monday for a
“
Deliverance”
is amusement pure and
Miss Marne Briggs spent a few days few days with friends.
has so pleased the patrons of this
In Bangor last week, the guest of
Mrs. William H. McLain of Wheel popular theatre during the past simple although it carries with it an
invaluable amount of thought and
relatives.
ing West Va. is visiting her sister
month, will continue its engagement spiritual beauty. It is not an educa
Mrs. Chas. H. Fogg is spending the Miss Josephine Peabody.
Mrs. Nora Taber has received her for an indefinite time, with an entire tional, a propaganda picture, but a life
-week in Caribou, the guest of Mr. and
drama pulsating with emotion and in
winter line of Coats, Suits and Dresses change of program each week.
Mrs. R. F. Gardner.
On Monday, Mr. Hurt Howe, the tense human interest.
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Plummer left which are now open for inspection.
There are two parallel stories un
M. B. Berman has moved into his versatile eommedian direct from the
Friday for Boston for a few days,
folded
on the screen. One relates the
new home on Leonard street, a f t e r ! B. F. Keith circuit, joined the company
making the trip by auto.
adventures
of Helen Keller who tlm
and
will
act
as
director.
Mr.
Howe
r>
W alter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk of completing extensive repairs on same, j
deaf,
dumb
and blind, eagerly sought
has
been
connected
with
the
Keith
Rockabema Lodge No. 78 I. O. O. F. j
Courts, is in Caribou attending the
THE MAN FROM ALBANY
will open for the season on Thursday, j circuit for the past 10 years, and he to explore the limitless world of
.adjourned term of S. J. Court.
Mrs. A. B. Donworth and son Jack, Sept. 23. A full attendance is request-! will, without doubt, he a welcome ad Knowledge and availed herself of
Rehearsals for the local play, under
every opportunity. The other story
dition to the company.
wh(*4iave been spending a few weeks ed.
the direction of T. H. Bird of New
her childhood
playmate
Reserve your seats beginning Wed- j Patrons are enjoying the fine sing concerns
on the coast, have returned home.
York, are progressing finely and the
Nadja,
horn
in
a
foreign
land
and
ing
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harrington,
while
Miss McCaffrey, trimmer for Mrs. nesday morning for “ The Man from
date of production has been set for
of an emigrant to America.
Prices 25c-50c-75c. Boxes j the comedy and dancing numbers by daughter
D. B. Gillin, returned Saturday from Albany."
NT
.
, Thursday and Friday evenings, Sept.
y 1(
other members of the company are Nadja spurns the opportunities ottered <e>.24
$1.00.— Adv.
the Boston and New7 York markets.
m
h
Temple theatre.
|in this wonderful land and pays a
W. H. McGary is ill at his home on making a nightly hit.
H. M. Drew and wife left Sunday by
j dear price for it as she journeys This play is for the benefit of the
auto for Fairfield, Me., where they will Franklin street with a run of Typhoid
Post
American
I through life. How dear, is graphical- Chester L. Briggs
make their home w ith their son, Clyde fever, which his many friends will SYLVIA TRYON
Legion,
and
should
be
liberally
patron
I ly shown in the development of th<>
regret to hear.
Drew.
ized. Following is the cast;
GOES
TO
OXFORD
I
story
of
"Deliverance”
and
it
proves
Geo. J. Gumming left Tuesday for
Hon. L. A. Pierce was in town for
Mrs. H. J. Carpenter
impressive Mrs. Bowser
Aliss Sylvia Tryon, one of the ; a more interesting and
the week-end with his family, and Brunswick to continue his studies at
Airs. Meekman
Marion Buzzell
object
lesson
than
any
sermon
from
went to Caribou while here to attend Bowdoin college, after spending the teachers in Houlton's schools
last
Rose Waters
Mrs. Leo Trafford
the
pulpit
could
possibly
impart.
Life
summer at home.
Court.
j year, who is now a resident of MedHarris Mclutvre
becomes a joy and a source of delight, Col. Bowser
Mrs. Ethel Clark gave a very pretty
Jason Hassell of the John Watson
j ford, Mass., will sail for London. Eng., i to Helen, but what is it to Nadja? Tim Murphy
Larry Carroll
street
/Co. Inc. returned Saturday from New Tea at her home on High
Alalcolm ATeekman
Charles C. Duffy
Helen
builds
and
constructs
as
she
;
on
the
steamship
Scotian,
on
Sept.
24,
York State, where he has been on Thursday afternoon to a number of
Travis Dale
George Pennington
[ having received a fellowship from the lives and gives a glad message to the
invited guests.
i business.
The
Man from Albany
world.
People
do
not
generally
know
Dr. John G. Potter has leased the |faculty of
Richard Ludwig left last week for
Vassal* College,
which
Theodore H. Bird
Hanover, N. H., where he will enter house on School street recently occupi ! entitles her to a vear of studv in it hut nevertheless it is a fact, Helen
Keller
is
thoroughly
happy
and
con
Pianist. Rose E. Donovan
the Freshman class at Darthmouth ed by M. B. Berman, and will in the i
j English at Oxford University.
tented although blind and deaf.
' Chorus, Young Ladies: Arlene Bernear future occupy same.
< college.
Helen Keller in "Deliverance” is <rie, Alargaret Chamberlain, Alarie
Bert Cameron, who has been em ! At Vassar. from which Aliss Tryon
Misses Elizabeth and Effie Whited
without
a doubt one of the greatest Chamberlain, Anjta Jones, Alargaret
graduated
with
honors
in
1915,
she
ployed
in
Bath,
Me.
for
the
past
year,
• started Thursday for Portland, Maine,
Houlton, M ain e
of the most pictures that has yet been made. It Peabody, Elsie Peabody. Ethel Thomp
where they will enter St. Joseph’s has been engaged by McGary Bros, as was considered one
brilliant students in English, in which will be seen in this city at the Temple son, Marion Blethen, Alice ( ’lough,
baker and has assumed his duties.
Academy.
subject
she specialized. While there theatre Monday and Tuesday m a t in e e Bernice Taggett, Ruth Bither. Stella
Mr. and Mrs. John Crawford, Smyrna
If you are all tired out from business
? Briggs, Dawn McIntyre, Helen Biss, i
she
won
the reading prize which is and evening.
worries, go and see "The Man from street, are receiving the sympathy of
Kathleen Hagerman.
Albany.” You will laugh, you can’t many friends on the death of their awarded to the student acquiring the
: Dances: Russian Rhapsodie, M is s !
young son which occurred last week. broadest knowledge concerning the FAREWELL RECEPTION
help it. — Adv.
overcome by our treatment.
W rite
The Man from Albany, a play with masterpieces of English literature, and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert K. Stetson
FOR MRS. HUGHES |Helen Buzzell.
for information
of
Young girls’ chorus: Jean Ingra
w ere in Bangor last week, where Mr. "a thousand laughs,” at the Temple she was a frequent contributor
The church and choir of the Court
Vassar;
T H E N E A L IN S T IT U T E
' Stetson attended the Maine Press Thursday and Friday night. Benefit poems and essays to the
street Baptist church tendered
a |ham, Marion Mooers, Mildred Gerow,
!
Corris
Hume,
Heyen
Dill,
Margaret
166
Ple
asan t Ave.f
Portland, M a in e
American Legion. Don’t miss it.— Adv College magazine, the Miscellany.
Assn, meeting.
reception to Mrs. Hughes on Friday j
Miss Tryon has also been successful j
Barnes,
Phyllis
Robinson,
Ruth
Prugh,
!
Telephone
4216
Christian Science services held each
Mrs. John Law , who has been spend
evening because of her moving away j
in g several weeks in Houlton with Sunday at 11 a. m., Presbyterian in lecture work and during the war j from Houlton to live in Gardiner, Me. j Alarjorie Prugh, Ruth Putnam, Hazel all-18-25 si
relatives, left last Wednesday for her church. Sept. 26th, subject: Reality. gave a series of lectures for Red i The church vestry was tastefully '
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. Testimonial Cross benefit at the various summer decorated with quantities of beautiful
home In Boston.
resorts in the vicinity of Portland, j
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H. Fogg were in service.
flowers and plants, under director of i
Ban gor last week where Mr. Fogg
C. P. Flinton, who has been living She also gave while in Houlton last i Mrs. Edmund Grant and Mrs. Harry
attended the annual meeting of the in the Felch house on Pleasant street, year a series of lectures before the Mooers.
!
has moved back to the Hughes house Woman’s Club of ths city. She was I Mrs. Hughes received with Mrs.
M aine Press Assn.
Thot. P. Dobbins, who is now located where he formerly lived, on the same for two years engaged in journalistic ; Charles Barnes, Rev. and Mrs. E. H. :
work in Portland, where she was
: la Haverhill, Mass., Is the guest of his street.
Stover, Rev. and Mrs. H. C. Speed. 1
parents lo r a short visit, his wife h a v -: Both Chadwick and New ell’s had associated with the Portland Evening
The ushers were Mrs. Raymond j
;
i n f bsen here tor several weeks.
splendid exhibts at
the
Woostock Express.
Gumming, Mrs. Elmer Currie. Miss
Miss Tryon is the daughter of Dr.
Mrs. Francis Frawley returned to Exhibition last week, and their booths
Diantha Brown and Miss Frances ;
heap honks in Bangor Friday after a were crowded with visitors who were James L. Tryon of the Massachusetts , Richards.
What one person likes, another may
Institute of Technology.
|
tew weeks visit her er * it h her mother interested in flowers.
dislike. That is why the choice of a
Mrs. Geo. W . Richards, Mrs. H. W.
M rs. G eorgs Shea, W inter street.
gift should be a matter of painstaking
FHshds of M r and Mrs.
Wm . Richards and Miss Frances Richards
TO APPEAR IN HOULTON
thought.
Callnan w ill sympathize with them entertained with a reception on W ed
Those who appreciate good things
The buying of a gift represents the
I q the death of their infant child nesday afternoon in honor of
Mrs. musically and who were fortunate
spending of money; the choice of the
Monty
tank
without
question
which occurred Saturday morning.
W alter Hess of Bethlehem, Pa.
enough to hear the Copley Male If HUNT'S Satvo Alla in th s
gift represents the spending of love
of ITCH, BCZBMA,
T h e Man from Albany, a play with
Houlton people in large numbers Quartet Concert at the Temple theatre treatment
R IN O W O R M , T B T T B R or
and thought.
•*% thousand laughs,” at the Temple visited the Woodstock exhibition last last June will be interested to learn otbar Itching akin dlaaaoaa.
Try a 75 eant bom ol our risk,
Let us help you choose your gifts.
T h ursd ay and Friday night. Benefit week, and all were loud in their that this exceptionally fine quartet
L E IG H T O N A F E E L E Y
Not only have we all sorts of things
Aaisrican Legion. Don’t miss it.— Adv praises for the fine displays, etc. that was recently invited to tour the United
to please the taste of all sorts of men
M rs. Dan Hannigan returned Satur- the management had provided.
States with the Pacific Coast as their
and women, but we have had the ex
-day from Bangor, where she went to
Mrs. S. M. Hoffheimer and daughter objective point, and left Boston on this
perience of pleasing many people for
m tst her nleoe Miss Stella Timmins Ruth, who have been guests at the trip on Tuesday of this week. Such
26 years.
o f Boston, Who will visit here for a home of their grandmother, Mrs. S. an expensive and extensive trip is a
Thus we feel that we can assist you
Briggs, Columbia street, have returned distinct compliment to any aggrega
couple o f weeks.
in your search for the perfect gift,
The Misses Dorothy and
Helen to their home in New York City.
tion and one for which the high pro
which means lasting pleasure for the
Bnrielgh, who have been spending the
Miss Clarissa Lewin, who went to fessional standing of the party must
one who gives and the one who
snnuner at home, return this week to Springvale, Me. to enter Nasson be assured before engagement. Houl
receives it.
Bhldmore school in Philadelphia to Institute, returned home last
week ton people can appreciate the fact, Plan now to join the September class
and left Monday to enter the State therefore, that they were treated to a and write and have your seat reserv
Tesume their studies.
ed. A limited enrollment and individ
lftlss Helen Tingley, daughter of Mr. Normal school at Presque Isle.
concert of the highest type last June—
and Mrs. B. D. Tingley, left Saturday
W ilford Fullerton, Treasurer of the one which would not ordinarily come ual instruction plates you in a class
by yourself, and assures your success.
-evening for Boston where she will Houlton Trust Co., who is taking a into the state.
More than two calls for every grad
take a course of elocution at the month’s vacation, went to Portland
Negotiations were partially complet uate—you are sure of a position. O.

J

WS.S.

J

j r a

Palmer’s Shoe
Store

LIQUORHABIT

Baunerson School of Oratory.
M isses Effle and Emma Hall, who
.are employed in the Waltham Watch
Factory, ^Taltham, Mass., are at home
fo r a vacation at the home of their
mother, Mrs. B. O. Hall, Calais road.
B. B. McIntyre, Supt. of the Houlton
W a te r Co., returned home last Thurs
day from a trip to Kineo, where he
?attended a National Electric
Light
Assn. Cotavention (N ew England divi

last week accompanied by
M.
H.
Peabody, making the trip by auto.
The many friends of Howard Davis,
formerly of Houlton, now of Peek skill,
N. Y. will be interested to hear of his
marriage which took place Sept. 14
to Miss Dorothy Francis Brothers of
Peekskill. N. Y.

ed for the Copley Quartet to

make A. H O D G I N S , Prin.. Houlton, Maine.

! another Aroostook trip the first of
I October consisting of four concerts.,

J .

all towns having subscribed but Houl
ton. It is expected that the Quartet
will he available after their return
from San Francisco the middle o f 1
December, and that they will then
Geo. H. Benn has purchased from j make an Aroostook trip. It is hoped < w hen getting ready for
the E. L. Cleveland Co. their beaut if" 1 that HouRon •;(>(!• 'f> \vi!! make evirVuit
that autoing trip don’t
herd of Hereford cattle, 30 in number, a sufficient amount of interest at that ;
forget your
which he exhibited in Woodstock last time to warrant the Copley
sion).
Male
Ltout. 8haw, the Aviator who spent j week with the usual good luck in the Quartet making another appearance,
a abort time here tn August giving j W8y of ribbons.
in this town.
exhibitions, was married last week to;
Mr. Donald Alexander, who luis bee?)
Miss Hazel Hallett of Perth. N.
j employed as draftsman in the Engine
MARY ANN BETTS
and it is understood that he will retire , ering Dept, of the B. & A. during the
After
a long and painful ii 1n•*s^.
from the flying business and enter j summer vacation, returned to his
Aliss
Mary
Am? Rett*?, a life long : es>business with his father In Caribou.
home in Bangor last week and has
It’s the universal choice
Prof. J. Hollis Lindsay, accompanied resumed his studies at the University dent of this town, passed away ast
o
f all smokers w ho relish
by bis two daughters
Adelle and of Maine.
Monday at the Aroostook hos’ ital
a good sm oke— A ll
Night patrolman Rend Mooers was
Helen, left Saturday afternoon for
where she had been taken sen?'1
Halifax, N. S., where he will
have exhibiting on the street last Tuesday
dealers.
charge of the musical In the Halifax afternoon, a large bunch of apple months ago that she might have train
School for the Blind. Mr. Lindsay’s blossoms which he had picked from a ed attendants to care for her.
many friends here regret his removal, i tree oti his property Sept. 14; perfect
Miss Betts was horn in Littleton 74
Clyde L. Drew, an employee of the j blossoms as fragrant as those of the years ago and came to Houlton with
American Express Co. for some years j Spring time.
her parents when a child, and foi 6a
bad purchased a village farm in Fair-1
Members of Monument Lodge F. years has lived on North street.
field, Me., and left with his family and A. M. have received an invitation
Since the death of her mother some
Sunday for his new home. He expects from Woodstock Masons to join them 30 years ago she has mad*- her home
W EDNESDAY
to Continue his work for the company j jn their annual chicken dinner, which with Mrs. Warren Skilleti.
M argare t Fisher and K in g Baggot
through the winter in the Waterville j will he held at Island Park. WednesMiss Betts possessed a bright and
in big six reel drama
offlee.
day. Sept. 22. Those who have at- cheerful disposition and enjoyed the
“The Thirtieth Piece of S ilv e r ”
F or the Information of our readers, j tended these gatherings know just acquaintance and friendship of many.
F r o mthe story in Tht- Had Bo ok
we learn that the Lowell Fertilizer j what a good time is in store for them.
During the war she was one of the A ls o H e a r s t W e e k l y N e w s
Uriel Rhoda’s magnificent span of most faithful workers for the
Co. of Boston have purchased many
Red
THURSDAY
thousand tons of high grade German farm horses from Hodgdon made a Cross, and to her credit belongs over
“T
H
E
M
A
N FROM A L B A N Y ”
Potash for their full requirements this fine showing in the pulling matches 125 pairs of socks besides many dozens
85 People— H o u lt o n ’s B e st T a l e n t
at
Woodstock
Fair
last
Friday,
defeat
coming season. This Potash is now
which were unravelled and the feet
Auspices ('P oste r ] j . Briggs Bust of
being loaded at Antwerp on a special ing all of the crack pulling teams from knit over, owing to ridges in the foot
A m eric an Legion
steamer chartered solely for the p u r- j that section. The load weighed 9100 or heel of the sock which could not be M a d g e K e n n e d y in com edy drama
“T h e T r u t h " — Matinee only
pose. The policy of the Lowell Fertil lbs. During the contest more than sent overseas until fixed.
Besides
2000
people
were
interested
spectators.
iser Co. this past season w as to use
socks Miss Betts knit
nearly 25
F R ID A Y
Mr; and Mrs. Olin B. Buzzell left sweaters, a number of scarfs and knit F r i d a y ’ s Birtui'e at Matinee
German Potash only at a very much
“The Pedler of L ie s”
higher, cost to the Company over Monday by auto for their new home bandages and many mittens.
domestic Potash, thus giving Potash j in Portland, having shipped their
Funeral services were held from her Scree n M a g a z in e and D i g e s t No. 2
Growers the full* benefit without a d -1household goods last week, and with late home on North street, Rev. F.
SATURDAY
dltional cost; and as everyone has j them goes the best wishes of many life Dwight Mowery, pastor of the Uni “The M an from A lb a n y ” Matinee only
more confidence in the high grade j long friends for much happiness in tarian church officiating. Interment V i v i a n R ic h in N e w F o x Pictu re
" T h e W o r l d of F o lly ”
Gaigpaa .product, the. same plan has j their new environments. They were was made in the family lot in Ever
beeh OTOptdd tor this coming sea-1 accompanied by Miss Bertha Case who green cemetery. She is survived by A ls o M a c k - S e n n e t t C o m e d y “ B u m p i n g
Into B r o a d w a y ” and M u t t & Jeff in their
sot:.— Adv.
j has been in the family for many years. one sister.
funny cartoons

S A

C IG AR

Week of Sept. 20,1920

J

Temple Theatre

if

P e r r y

iW

Jeweler and Optometrist
Market S < { , , Houlton

Y

B.F. A.

I*

D .

W h a t is it
H o m e

th a t
so

m a k e s

t h e

c h e e r fu l?

flowers make the
Rome Cheerful &
HOAIE— Be it ever so humble or rich
in splendor, flowers make it richer in
comfort and cheerfulness.
There need be no artificial empha
sis to enhance the beauty of flowers
or the message of good they bring
into this world. Even a simple plant
or a vase of but a few flowers will
brighten the whole surroundings and
the very soul of the disconsolate.
Nature has ordained flowers as its
gift of sunshine and cheer to man.
Flowers in the home will give the op
portunity for fullest appreciation.

Sale on Ferns during all Septem ber,

E xtra

fine and choice

Chadwick
T h e Live W ire F lo rist
Conservatories p: High Str.
Houlton, Maine

j -
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FAGE SIX

the magic wand of the fairy queen been tried, but in vain. The cubs died. tion of 1S78-S0. has this extremely clos* s !' 2e M.C >e.St
fact
that
a
It has been suggested that this in difficult route been traversed in its resolute ice vain
touches the Irish girl in her cradle.
i E erupt was made
And the Irish believe in faries because ability on the part of captive Polar entirety. Amundsen in the .Maud is to force the Maud
into tlie puck last
nobody can live in this land of moun bears to rear their offspring is due to on the point 01 accomplishing it, and autumn, Tin's was at
fusion
of
every
leaf.
For
a
single
cup,
a point well to
Tea is the drink of the open, in the
it is better, then, to make the brew in tains and bogs, of purple mists and the utterly different environment in when his vessel reaches the Strait he the east of the New Siberia islands,
opinion of many outdoor men who
soft, warm rain without peeping into which the cubs are born. In a wild will have to his credit the unique where, strangely enough, the drift of
the fire-pail.
have experimented with various forms
the
Never-never land and whispering state the mother makes herself a sure record of having been the first to the {lack was loiind to be southerly
I have always had an odd notion
of drink for stimulating and refresh that the wood-fire and the open air to the little people who dwell beyond retreat beneath the snow, the warmth navigate the North-West
Passage instead of northerly, and Amends »n
ment purposes ou camping trips. add to it in some way, A mere fancy, the edge of the
moss where the of her body melting a spout hole, or through its entire length, and second had no alternative hut to give up the
airsluift, for breathing purposes. She to complete the hardly less diflicv.lt
Coffee is good, they admit, being a perhaps. But whether in the woods or banshee guards the way.
attempt for the season and search for
stimulant, and at the same time out of it, to get tea at its best requires
When you look into the rare blue has no need to leave this till the : passage from the North Cape of Xor- the winter quarters, which he ulti
possessing a pleasant flavor and im certain conditions. It has its rights eyes of a Dublin girl, you see the deep ; winter is past, for before going into way to the Fast ('ape of Siberia. That
mately found at Aion island. When
parting a delightful aroma to the and dignities not to be violated with waters swirling under thfe cliffs of retreat she has amassed a store of with the first attainment of the South
he re-enters the Arctic ocean this
camp. But tea, say the tea-fans, has impunity. Demanding, for instance, a Donegal; when you receive the smile fat sufficient for her needs. Here, at Pole, is a triple triumph unsurpassed
autumn, the chances of a favorable
all the advantages of coffee in an certain preeminence in importance, it of a Dublin girl you glimpse the sun an even temperature, her young pass by any pioneer in the region around
“ grip” should he more hopeful.
Intensified degree, and, in addition, it is not at its best as a mere after- light that gleams on the hill of the first few weeks of their existence, the Poles.
Wrangel island is well to the east
is much easier to carry, being lig h te r ! a,nner accessory
Antrim. When a Dublin girl frowns to emerge presently to feast upon seal
Amundsen, however, has not aban
of
the position where Amundsen made
meat.
and less liable to deteriorate under! 0gcar W M e that outstalldi„ K flgure you shrink from the gloom of the
doned the purpose for which be left
But even supposing it were possible Norway in 191S. As soon as the ice his effort last year and is more in the
rough camp conditions. As for con.- of the e8thetlc and decadent perlods silent valley at Mourne; and when the
paring the virtues of tea. aa an out- ! of t]]e ,8#.g and ’90’s in England could little witch is capricious and teasing to reproduce the conditions of the opens this spring or early summer, he track of the trans-Polar current on
door drink, with the stronger forms of find nothing more contemptuous to ; you are tormented by all the mischief snow chamber, the chances of survival intends to leave his winter quarters at which he is relying. The plan he
stimulant that some men used
say of the middle class than that they 1of the leprechauns who gambol round for the Lyoungsters are^ not
* •,
, ,
, proceed. ,to .Nome, presum- formulated 10 years ago contemplated
m,L verv otp-o Ai
on Island,
earry along on their camping trips in j a t e m e a t wlth their tea N o w gureIy the Twelve Pins of Connemara.
as an English authority points out. ably to refit and re-provision his ship, entering the drift e v e n farther to the
the good old ante-Amendment da y s,: one W|U not rni8a heaven tor that:
And when she is sad, this daughter j And this because they appear to be and then to re-enter the Arctic Ocean east, for he then proposed to proceed
there's nothing to it. Tea has them , but take it a3
may, t think that of the fairies, you see the Blackwater t very susceptible to the germs of in the hope that the vessel may be by Bering strait, a lo w t’ne Alaskan
all faded, say the tea men, assever-, tea „ on, at it8 best as the maln ar. in shadow and hear the dripping of pneumonia which find such congenial frozen into the pack ice near Wrangel coast to Point Barron , and make his
throw from there.
atiug that in a comparison of that tide of a light meal. It must be large tears in the Vale of Avoca. When she i conditions of existence in our climate, Island at a favorable point for a four
It may be said that Amundsen has
kind it Is possible to speak in no un ly sufficient for the time being unto is angry!
Ah, then you brave the while in the far North they cannot ; or five years’ dritt across the Arctic
certain terms, though they do admit itself, occupy the throne— be the Atlantic storms threatening the grim exist. Nor do they find Antarctica a Basin. The decision is another proof wasted two years by choosing the Si
more
that the matter may be more open to delicate piece de resistance of the coast of Galway; then you hear the wliit more habitable. This much is of the intrepid courage which has dis berian route instead of the
question when it comes to comparing sitting.
scream of the rain thrust ffom the clear from the records of Polar ex tinguished all his Polar work. Amund- dirqct route through Bering strait.
tea with coffee. In an article in Outing
I have come to this conclusion from f Kerry hills, then you shrink from the plorers. who say that colds in the i sen has never yet failed to do what he But while so far he has failed in his
entitled “Just Tea/’ one of the tea my own experience; for such a light menace oftthe dark bogland of Roscoin- head were unknown save when fresh set out to accomplish, no matter how main purpose, he has added lustre to
advocates, M. A. Shaw, tells why he i jong f0Un(j to be the best plan on the ! mon, that spares not nor knows its clothing was unpacked.
arduous or prolonged the effort. His a magnificent record by this voyage
.............."
a " outdoor drink. He cru)8e» No cooking. onIy flre enough
likes
tea
All
living
things
normally
exposed
power.
career does, indeed, include one oc of the Maud, and will start afresh in
!
says;
And when she loves, this belle of to the attacks of these microbes have casion when, by a sudden change of the coniing autumn with good pros
to boil water. But there must be tea;
It is not altogether a matter of it reigns as it were over the compara Dublin, she takes you into Fairland. long since acquired a relative immun plan, he abandoned one objective and pects of ultimate success.
agreeableness. I like coffee. Its odor tively little feast. It is wonderfully She takes you by the hand and leads ity thereto by the elimination of the attained another.
and its taste are ravishingly pleasant. good at any kind of meal, but put this you into the magic circle, where the more susceptible and the survival of
When in 1911 Amundsen sailed from '
But I never found myself after coffee in its proper place, given its due re fairies dance in the moonlight, and the resistant.
Christiania, ostensibly on the project
tackling the hard work of a cruise spect, it is altogether quite incom over you she throws her magic vei..
The Polar bear, it seems plain, dur which he is now striving to achieve, he
with the same vim and vigor as after parably excellent. Care is bestowed woven from the cobwebs stolen from ing the first week or two of its life
suddenly altered the course of his
tea. Long before I knew that it was chiefly on it. The water is spotlessly the brambles; and with
(G R A N U L E S )
the
veil has very little power of resistance to ship (the Frarn,, and making straight
the effect of tea, 1 have been fairly clean, the container immaculate, and around you, and the wonder of her the pneumonia germ. Yet. later, it
for the Antartic instead of the Arctic,
startled at a transformation in my everything and everybody ready.
eyes before you, and the magic of her stands our climate well enough.
snatched from ('apt. Scott the honors
Taste good, do good; dissolve
self. Tjme and time again, I have
From the moment the water begins charm about you, you are her slave
of the South Pole. In this case he is
instantly on tongue or in water;
come to the noon spell, limp and lag to sing, there must be no delay; till the Shannon runs dry and the
taka aa naadad*
adhering stoutly to his original
ging from a hard morning, and after everything must go step by step— Lakes of Killarney are as the sands
scheme, and there is little reason to
Q UIC K RELIEF!
a lunch with tea have taken again to deliberately, of course, but neverthe of the defeert.
doubt that with ordinary good fortune
A L M O m T A a .tT W W ( FOirV H O SK
paddling in such a manner as to dis less with a certain precipitancy, as of
WHO H IO T II TM PC
The dispatch from Capt. Amundsen he will return to civilization after
cover with a kind of shock that I was those anxious to Catch the proper
maoc nr scott a bownk
clears up some of the questions raised traversing the Arctic ocean from Ber
M AKERS O P
keyed to a high pitch of vigor.
by the brief and ambiguius messages ing strait to Spitzbergen.
moment of pleasure. The water boils,
S C O T T ’S E M U L S IO N iz
N o doubt of it. tea is for me more the brew is made, the miracle of
that have come to hand during the
The message from Amundsen disstimulating, more refreshing, than drink is taken. Long-boiled water or
The announcement that two Polar past few weeks, writes a correspon
coffee. But that’s
only
a
single water unfresh spoils it. To leave it bear cubs were born at the London dent in the London Times.
instance, utterly impossible to general lo n g undrunk after it has been made Zoological
gardens last December
These messages bad given rise, not !
ize from— and there you are.
is, in a subtle way, also marring, and aroused widespread interest, nothwith- unnaturally, to the idea that, baulked
One can speak much more conclus overbrewing is fatal; but just what standing the fact that this was an in his efforts to enter the Arctic pack ,
ively about the difference between tea time should be given to brew differs, event 'which has happened several at a point suitable for the projected !
and the stronger stimulants. These I think, with tastes and blends.
times during the last few years, drift across the Polar Basin, Amund-,
You have much more lime for
hit the body rudely— limbs and brain.
though so far no cubs have been sen had decided to abandon the main
Not so tea. Refreshment is experienc
other things when a Clarion saves
reared. This reflects no discredit up purpose of the expedition and to con- ;
ed, but the exact moment of it can’t
on the parents, nor upon the manage tent himself with accomplishing the
your steps.
be pointed to. One goes on one’s way
ment of the zoo, for the same lament navigation of the North-East Passage ;
renewed; and that’s all there is to
They have a way with them, these able end has overtaken almost all by sailing through Bering Strait to
Clarion action is immediate
say. Only one can go on one’s way.
Dublin girls. They are not prettier Polar bears cubs born south of tlm the Alaskan port of Nome.
and
positive.
The ruder stimulants call for a halt;
That in itself would lie no nn an
than London girls, nor brighter than Arctic regions, while the young of
business can not be as well done while
Only one*; before, by
the girls of Copenhagen. They cannot other bears can be reared with relative achievement.
A Clarion turns off an immense
their effects last; conviviality and fun
Xorde:: skiold.
the
famous
excel the Viennese girls in magnetism, ease. With each new brace of cubs Baron
spurt out; the higher dignified centers
amount of work in a short time
nor the Parisian girls in charm. They born in the London Zoo a different Swedish explorer, in the Vega Expedi- are in abeyance for a time. Tea calls
are not kinder than the girls of method of treatment has been follow
and does it all supremely well.
for no halt. There is no waste or
Amsterdam, nor more dainty than the ed. in the hope of averting catastrophe.
Sleeplessness.
Von
can't
sleep
in
vulgarity about it; and that may be
girls of Stockholm; yet they possess The mother has been shut up in a tin* stillest night, if your digestion is
why woman, the provident, economical
something these other girls I know do warm box or allowed •freedom and bad . Take Hood's Sarsaparilla it
and dignified in all things indulges in
given a change of quarters. Hand strengthens the stomach and estab
not have.
lishes that condition in which sleep
it so much.
\^hat is it? What is that subtle rearing and the use of foster-mothers rogularlv cc>n..s ;inq js « w c i tnd r*'
Statistics show- its consumption is
H A M I L T O N —G R A N T CO. Dealers,
Houlton, Maine
something that makes a man weak as of different kinds have each in turn lreshing.
increasing rapidly even in these
water and warm as wine in the
coffee-drinking United States. That
presence of these laughing, chaffing,
must refer to both men and women in
compelling girls of Dublin city?
the crowded places, and interests me
They are frank but not audacious;
a great deal.
But far more, as a
they
are friendly but not bold; they
camper, I like to think that in out-ofgive
the welcome glance ’ nit ; *ver
the-way places It has always been a
cherished drink; that even at this 'he “ glad eye." Bur. the same co.i be
moment, here and there, far apart, on said of other girls who cannot claim
this flying, whirling planet, tiny men the bewitching power of the <bughfers
by tinier fires— lonely trappers in of Dublin.
Not beauty, not charm, not rbe quick
white and silent woods; prospectors
in nntrod gulches, with hope deferred; intelligence of the Celtic mind, not
fishermen on heaving seas — brew even the traditional cleanness of heart
themselves this simple beverage, and of the whiteness of soul, explain the
fascination of these wonderful girls.
lo! are renewed and encouraged.
It
is just witchery— the witchery not
Mr. Shaw speakes of many open-air
men of his acquaintance who drink of the cauldron, but of cPma*o; the
nothing but tea— wood-rangers, trap climate that brings goblins from the
pers, hunters, and prospectors. The mists and fairies from the gb.des. '
tiries,
Eskimos of Alaska drink only tea. a Because the Irish believe in
the
fairies
believe
in
the
Irish;
and
beverage of which they are said to be ‘
; does not give the best result, because
PLAIN TEA AS THE PRIME
tea must be brewed in a vessel large
DRINK FOR THE SPORTSMAN enough to allow a more instant in

RMIOIDS

!££* IN D IG E ST IO N

AMUNDSEN PLANS
FIVE YEARS’ DRIFT

CAPTIVE POLAR BEARS
LIABLE TO PNEUMONIA

CLARIONS LIGHTEN H0USEW 0RH

PRAISES CHARM OF
THE GIRLS OF DUBLIN

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine ErtSS9ied

Goodyear Tires for Sm all Cars

Are Popular Because Economical

very fond, and Vilhalmur Stefansson, j
the polar explorer, carried only tea !
with him on his expeditions in the j
arctic regions. O f course, it is under- 1
Stood that some care must be used !n '
preparing the tea in order to get the j
best results, and Mr. Sheiw throws j
out some hints in regard
to th is !

There is nothing but disappointment
in buying cheaply made tires that are
announced as wonderful bargains at
a few dollars each and then fa il
after brief terms o f service.

S M 4-

FATONIC

After yon eat—always take

matter:
■
, Onq steeps tea in water that has j
YOUR A&D-STOMACg)
Just boiled, for about three minutesInstantly
relieves
Heartburn,Bloatand behold the drink! While this is
•d
Gassy
Reeling.
Stops food souring,
quite the best way for the first cup.
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
the second is likely to be spoiled by
Aids dieaction and apovtltf. Keep* stomach
sweet and stronff. Increases Vitality ana Pep.
long steeping. When I so wish, I over
EATONICIs thebest remedy. Tens of thou*
sends wi lerfally benefited. Onlycostsa cent
come this difficulty in a simple man
to use it. Positively gnarenteed
or two e
ner. I make the infusion in a cup, an 1 j
topleoaoor will refund money. Get e bit
at the proper time, through a perforat
ed pancakg-turner, strain off again in
F o r 8ate by O. F. French & Son
to the fire pail. But such a method
Houlton, M ain e

Get exceptional mileage at exceeding
ly low cost in Goodyear Tires, o f the
30x3-, 3 0 x 3 V2- and 31 x4-inch sizes,
built o f Goodyear-selected materials
and with Goodyear skill and care.
Due to their precise manufacture in
the w orld’s largest tire factory de
voted to these sizes, their quality is
most econom ically produced and
therefore m ost econ om ically em 
ployed.
If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Dort,
Maxwell or other car taking these
sizes, go to your nearest Service
Station for G oodyear Tires; ride
farther and fare better.

30 x 3 Y2 Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, All-Weather Tread........

$23®2
30 x 3j/2 Goodyear Single-Cure
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread.............. $2152

---- B R O A D W A Y

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost no more than the price
you are asked to pay for tubes o f less merit— why risk cosdy
casings when such sure p rotection is available? <fryf gQ
30 x 3Yz size in waterproof bag .................. ... .................
•

P H A R M A C Y -----

N«xt t « E lk . Club P rescrip tion DrngglM

M ain Street

f

/

J
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NINTHANNUALFAIR

4 .it.\ nod wax beans

W e d n e s d a y , Se p t e m b e r

1 Mrs. Ale x Anderson, Houlton
Kobit.son. lit n i t 'a
3 Alden Robinson. Houlton
31 4 qD. pod linia beans
1 W iiP h ro p Robinson, Houlton
2 Alder. Robinson. Houlton
Special prize given by Buffalo Fertilizer
W ork s for:
1 Bushel Irish Cobblers
1 Fred A. Barton, Houlton
1 Bushel Green Mts.
1 I ’. H. Knowltoii. Guildford. Me.
1 Bushel State o f .Maine
1 I ’e i v v Rhodn, Hodgdon
1 Bushel S. R ose \o. |
1 1’e iv y Rhodn. Hodgdon
I Bushel 1iclewares
1 Miles Rhoda, Houlton

2 2 , i«2 u

PILOTS MAY SOON
BE OUT OF DATE
It may be that the romantic

dangerous life of the pilot will soon be
a thing of the past, for by means of a
new electrical device ships can now be \
steered into harbor, even in the dark

21
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PAGE SEVEN

Banishes Pain— Brings

Sweet Relief

and

Map draw spec.
est night, without human pilot at all.
Pillow slips, emb.
1 Gilbert E. B < )IK-, Houlton
1 Mrs. Alfred Henderson. Debec N H
2 M ary 1 . McLoon, Houlton
This has been rendered possible by
2 Mrs. E. L. Viiil, Houlton
3 Cordelia Putnam, Houlton
3 Mrs. A. W. Knox. Houlton
reason of a new electrical system
85 fallow slips, fancy
CLASS TW EN T Y
Mrs. XV. A. Gellerson. Houlton
C LA SS T W E N T Y -F IV E
perfected
by the U. S. navy depart
P
ic
tu
res
•> Mrs. K. L. Vail. Moulton
Exhibits
3 Mrs. A. XV. Knox, Houlton
Best coll, oil paintings, not less than 4
ment
and
lately
put into operation in
Needle ivnrk »n d Fancy Art. S. (A
1 Mrs. Emily Porter, Houlton
88 Pillow slips, -fillet
or Ladies' Aid
2 George A. Sweet. Montieello, Me.
New York harbor.
1 Mrs. Jack" Britton. Houlton
J Hodgdon L a d ie s ’ Aid Society
Oil painting, any subj.
2 Mrs. Willard Hovey, Houlton
2 Episcopal Guild, Houlton
By means of an electric cable! large
1 Vera Clere, Syracuse, X. V.
3 Mrs. Harry Williams, Hodgdon
Farm products, one farmer
2 Dorothy B. Mann, Houlton
vessels
will be able to enter the harbor
Pincushion, white e mb .
1
H
a
r
r
v
R.
William
s,
Houlton
3 Airs. Julia West, Houlton
t Mrs. W. H. McOary. Houlton
2 Airs. H ow ard Webb, Houlton, Ale. even after nightfall. Two hoops an*
Oil painting, fig.
Pincushion, colored
Tr
R. F. D. No. 3
1 Miss Vera Clere. Syracuse, N. t .
1 Miss Rubv Dickinson. Houlton
placed at some distance from each
Garden products, one farmer
Oil painting, flowers
2 Mrs. Alfred Henderson. Pebec,
1 W in throp Robinson. Houlton
1 Mrs. Alfred Henderson, Deboc
other,
composed of numbers of turns
X. B.
2 Aliss Alarv Webb. Houlton, Ale.
2 Mrs. Julia West, Houlton
Puff, heavy for winter bedding
R. F. I). No. 3.
of
fine
wire, connected with a delicate
Oil
painting,
marine
1 Mrs. H. B. Hussey, Houlton
3 Airs. H ow ard Webb, Houlton, Ale.
1 Mrs. Alfred Henderson, Debee
2 Mrs. Alex Anderson, Houlton
electrical registering apparatus, which
R. F. D N o 3
Jet.,
X.
B.
‘
,
91 Quilt, cotton
Ag r. products, h o y under 18 yrs.
2 Miss Dorothy Mann. Houlton
in turn is connected to telephone re
1 Mrs. George Small. Houlton
1 Alden AI. Robinson, Houlton
Oil painting, fruits
2 Mrs. Pearl Wise, Houlton
R e su lt of P u llin q Conte st
ceivers, by means of which the sounds
1
Mrs.
Rov
E.
Ingraham,
Houlton
2 Mrs. M. 1*. Leavitt, Hodgdon
C L A S S S IX
2 Miss Vera Clere. Syracuse, X. V.
are heard. These hoops pick up the
Quilt, silk
P u llin g H o r se s and Cattle
Oil painting, landscapes
1 Mrs. Julia West, Houlton
Best pp. pulling horses
1
Mrs.
Alfred
Henderson,
Debec
electric currents in the wires by means
Quilt, worsted
j
1 H. R. Russell. Houlton
Jet., X. B.
1 Mrs. E. L. Vail, Houlton
i
of induction; that is to say, an electric ,
2 Alart Brenan, Houlton
2 Mrs. Roy E. Ingraham, Hodgdon
2 Mrs. Melvin Hovey, Houlton
3
Houlton Ice Team . Houlton
or pencil sketch copied
current is “ induced” in these hoops
110 Pen
M Rug, braided
Best single pulling horse
1
Miss
Vera
Clere,
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
1 Mrs. C. L. Haley, Houlton
1 Chas. Alurray, Houlton
2 George A. Sweet, Montieello
through the intervening air and water
2 Miss Alice M. Porter, Houlton
2 H. B. Hussey. Houlton
i 11 Pen or pencil sketch original
98 Shawl, knit
by means of the electric currents in .
3 Edward Cyr, Houlton
1 Miss Vera Clere, Syracuse, X. Y.
1 Mrs. E. L. Vail, Houlton
2 George A. Sweet, Montieello
the
cables; and by means of these :
aoi Sheet filet
12 Coll, of crayon work, 4 pieces
1 Mrs. Jack Britton, Houlton
1 Miss Vera Clere, Syracuse. X. V
hoops,
and the relative strength of j
GIVES ORIGIN OF
2 Miss Lucy Chamberlain, Houlton
2 Gilbert E. Boone, Houlton
1the induced current therein, it is
Shirt waist, solid emb. white
3 Mrs. Pearl Wise, Houlton
1 Mrs. Alfred Henderson
NAMES OF COINS possible to tell the distance of the •
13 Specimen crayon work
Slippers, crocheted
'
1 Mrs. Julia West. Houlton
1 Mrs. F. XV. Tillson, Bennington Vt
One of the most distinguished ele ; right and left-hand cables, and hence
2 Miss Vera Clere. Syracuse, X. V.
2 Mrs. Pearl Wise, Houlton
3 Gilbert K. Boone, Houlton
Sofa pillow, cross stitch
ments in the present commercial diffi j whether the ship is steering a middle
14 Coll, of China painting
1 Mrs. Samuel Lane
1 Mrs. E. L. Vail, Houlton
Sofa pillow, darned work
culty is that of money and exchange, course between them. When one l>e2 Mrs. J. K. Hogan, Houlton
f Mrs. George McNair, Houlton
' came stronger than the other, the
15 Spec. China painting.
and it is not surprising when consid
2 Mrs. Alfred Henderson, Pebec N B
1 Mrs. J. E. Hogan. Houlton
course of the vessel is altered until
3 Mrs. Parker Burleigh, Houlton
2 Mrs. E. L. Vail, Houlton
eration is given to the importance of ! they again balance one another— ■
109 Sofa pillow fillet
Chocolate set
1 Mrs. H. G. See, Houlton
1 Mrs. J. F. Hogan, Houlton
the medium of exchange and what when a middle course is being steered.
2 Mrs. Ephraim Briggs. Houlton
Coll, water color painting
Sofa pillow, long and short stitch
1 Gilbert E. Boone, Houlton
This electrical pilot will be in full
part it has to play in serving for the
1 Mrs. A. W . Knox, Houlton
Specimen water color painting
Sofa pillow, other work
operation,
it is hoped, this fall. It is
1 Vera Clere, Syracuse, X. V
transfer of commodities. The word
1 Miss Annie Miller, Houlton
2 Weldon Knox, Houlton
i remarkable that induced currents, such
2 Mrs. Theo. Hemore. Houlton
Coll, photographs by amateur
Solid emb. coll. 6 pieces, white
1 Airs. F. W. Tillson. Benningt' Ml, Vt ‘money was derived from moneta, one as these, will pass through interven
1 Mrs. J. D. Perry, Houlton
V Miss Ilda Perry. Houlton
of the surnames of Juno, in whose ing space or solid objects, just as
Solid emb. specimen colored
3 Gertrude E. Mentyre, Hoult Ml
1 Mrs. Pearl Wise
Coll, colored photographs *
temple
the Romans first made coins. magnetism and gravitation will. What
Specimen fillet
1 Airs. H. E. Hume, Houlton
1 Mrs. Bertha Cunliffe, Amity. Me. 24 Specimen reed or rattan basketry
The
word
mint is supposed to he a actually happens, in such eases, be
2 Mrs. H. B. Hussey, Houlton
1 Aliss Helen Burleigh. Houlton
3 Mrs. G. E. Wibberly, Houlton
2 Airs. Parker Burleigh. Houlton
contradiction
of the word moneta tween the starting and ending points
Specimen tatting
of the electrical c urrent is one of the
1 Mies Mamie Tedley, Houlton
through the Anglo-Saxon “ mynet.”
CLA SS T W E N T Y .F O U R
2 Mrs. Anna Grimmer, Houlton
H o r tic u ltu r a l P r o d u c ts
When we read that sterling has most fascinating puzzles in the whole
3 Mrs. H. L. Perry, Searsport
1 Largest Squash
118 Specimen cut work
fallen in exchange value, who knows realm of science.
1 W. Robinson, Houlton
1 Mrs. Myrtle Chadwick, Houlton
2
F.
Grant,
Houlton
2 Miss Annie Millar, Houlton
the origin of the term? Yet it is trac- j
3 Leigh Cleveland, Houlton
119 Specimen braiding
ed to the inhabitants of the Hansa !
1 Louise Buzzell, Houlton
2 Hubbard Squash
ALL RUN DOWN
2 Mrs. F. W. Tillson, Bennington Vt
1 Pauline Smith, Houlton
towns, known as Esterlings, who were
3 Mrs. Parker Burleigh, Houlton
2 Ira J. Porter, Houlton
invited by King John of England to j
120 Specimen emb. darning
AND WORN OUT
3 John (A Bradbury, Houlton
1 Mrs. Margaret McKay, Houlton
3 Turban Squash
come to England and reform t h e . Because yon have not thoroughly
2 Mrs. Julia West, Houlton
1 Alden Robinson, Houlton
3 Mrs. Parker Burleigh, Houlton
currency, which had become very j purified your blood, but have allowed
2 Winthrop Robinson, Houlton
121 Specimen punch work
4 Marrow Squash
corrupt. From that date good English to remain in it the accumulations of
1 Mrs. F. W. Tillson, Bennington Vt
1 W. Robinson. Houlton
waste matter that cause weakness,
122 Specimen any other work
money was known as sterling.
2 Alden Robinson, Houlton
1 Mrs. M. A. Orford, Houlton
loss of appetite, dull headache,
3
Mrs.
R.
Perry,
Houlton
2 Mrs. F. W . Tillson, Bennington Vt
The shilling is from the Anglo-Saxon !
broken sleep, backache, ruptions
3 Miss Mamie Tedley, Houlton
5 Alarble Head Scuash
scilling, meaning a twentieth, so it and humors and other troubles.
12S Sweater, crocheted
1 XV. Robinson, Houlton
1 Mrs. J. D. Perry, Houlton
2 Alden Robinson, Houlton
takes
20 shillings to make a pound.
,
Take H ood’s Sarsaparilla the
Sweater,
fillet
124
6 Pumpkin
1 Nalda L a Mont, Hackensack, N. J.
The English farthing meant the medicine that renovates, strength
1
Mrs.
Alex
Anderson,
Houlton
2 Alice M. Porter, Houlton
2 Nora Knox, Houlton
fourth of a penny and was actually ens, tones— it will build you up, make
128 AufJifltSP Irmlf
3 George Savoy. Houlton
1 MIm Hattie M. Bradford, Houlton
broken from a penny in olden days, | you feel better all over.
7 Sugar pumpkin
128 Scarf, knit
Hood's Pills help as * stomach1 Airs. R. Pbrry, Houlton
1 Miss Annie Millar, Houlton
when the pennies were indented with
2 XV. Robinson, Houlton
2 Mrs. Parker Burleigh, Houlton
toning, digestive cathartic.
! a full cross so heavily that they could
3 Alden Robinson, Houlton
120 Table cover emb. white
1 Mrs. Parker Burleigh, Houlton
8 4 qts. onions from seed
be snapped into four. This was a
133 Table cover, any other work
1 Leigh Cleveland, Houlton
solution of making change, as the
1 Mrs. F. W . Tillson, Bennington Vt
2 W. Robinson, Houlton
2 Mrs. A. W. Knox, Houlton
3 Alden Robinson, Houlton
primitives understood it.
3 Mrs. M. A. Orford, Houlton
9 Onions from sets
A Real B u m m C u e
132 Table runner
The franc is only another way of
1
AI.
Amie
Porter,
Houlton
1 Mrs. Eben Hunter, Houlton
GUARANTEED to giro
2
Leigh
Cleveland,
Houlton
spelling
the
silver
coin
of
the
Franks,
2 Mrs. Adam Starkey, Houlton
3 Oscar P. Benn, Hodgdon
instant relief and poai3 Miss Katherine Wingate, Houlton
and has no indication of value. Our
I
Potato onions or mutliplier
tivelr ear* the meet stubborn
134 Towels, coll. 6 kinds of work
1
Oscar
P.
Benn.
Hodgdon
bunion.
Pnin nnd InflnmmntJon
1 Mrs. O. M. Smith, Houlton
own dollar has a German origin, hav
2 XV. B. Stewart, Hodgdon
dianppMr Uko mart*. Got • box of
128 Towels, bath crocheted
3
XV.
Robinson,
Houlton
FAIRYFOOT today. nnd If you do
ing been the thaler or more fully,
1 Mrs. Fred Bartlett, Houlton
II Green Tomatoes
not n r tbU to tbo moot mnrroloos
2 Mrs. Percy Khoda, Houlton
Jochami's thaler,
the silver
coin ,
1 Mrs. P. C. Newbegin, Houlton
bantoa
romody you oror tuod, ro»
138 Towels pr. solid emb.
2 John C. Bradbury, Houlton
‘
nnd tot your mooay book.
1 Miss Helen Buzzell, Houlton
struck out of the silver found in the
3
Alden
Robinson,
Houlton
132 Towels, pr. fillet
12 Ripe Tomatoes
thal or valley of St. Joachim. France. O . ~F. F R E N C H & S O N , Cor. C ou rt
1 Mrs. Pearl Wise, Houlton
1 Airs. PA C. Newbegin. Houlton
M ain Strs.
This was extremely pure and being
140 Towels, pr. fancy
2 John C. Bradbury, Houlton
1 Mrs. H. G. See, Houlton
3 Elwyn Alclntosh, Houlton
coined
into
oitnees.
gave
the
real
basis
2 Mrs. E. . Vail, Houlton
13 Specimen Celery
3 Mrs. Harry Williams, Houlton
1 Al. Anne Porter. Houlton
of the silver dollar, which weight an
2 Ira J. Porter, Houlton
Towels
pr.
color
141
ounce.
14 Trace Sweet Corn
1 Miss Annie Miller, Houlton
BRAND
1 Alden Robinson, Houlton
DIAMOND
Few stop to consider what a cent is.
2 Mrs. F. W . Tillson, Bennington Vt
2 W . Robinson, Houlton
142 Tray cloth, fancy
It meant a hundredth, the French word
3 Ira J. Porter, Houlton
1 Mrs. Frank Putnam. Houlton
15 % doz. beets
146 Yoke, crocketed
for hundred, and is the appropriate
1
Alden
Robinson,
Houlton
1 Miss Mamie Tedley .Houlton
2 Mrs. Howard Webb, Houlton
name for the coin which is one2 Mrs. C. S. Hussey, Blaine, Me.
CO'
3 W . Robinson, Houlton
3 Mrs. N. M. Smith, Hodgdon
hundredth of a dollar. The quarter is
16 Vi doz. chrrots
LADIES I
Yarn
homemade
147
1 W. B. Stewart, Houlton
easy, for it is one-fourth of the dollar. Ask your I>r*irrut for CHI CHES TER
1 Mrs. M. E. Estabrooks, Houlton
2 Aladeline Stevenson, Houlton
DIAMOND BRAND BILLS in Red anc
2 Mrs. Fred Barton, Houlton
3 Mrs. Alex Anderson, Houlton
The nickel is so-called because of the Gold metallic boxes, sealed with Blue^
148 Different sew stitches
17 Vi doz. parsnips
Ribbon.
akb n o o t h e r . Buy of 7 <
1 Miss Annie Miller, Houlton
metal from which it is made, and the DruanUt T
1 Leigh Cleveland, Houlton
and ask for CIII-CHKZ.TCI
2 Mrs. W . F. Buzzell, Houlton
2 W. B. Stewart, Houlton
DI
AMOND
B llA M ) PII.I.s, for twenty-flvO
dime is a tenth, from the old French
3 XV. Robinson, Houlton
years regarded ns Best.Safest, Always Reliable.
disme, traced to the Latin decern, ten.
18 Largest cabbage
CLASS E IG H T E E N
1 W. B. Stewart, Houlton
S O L D BY AL L D R U G G I S T S
Old Ladles’ Work
2 W . Robinson, Houlton
Best Centerpiece
19 Flat Dutch Cabbage
TRIER
TESTER
1 Mrs- Amos Shields, Dyer Brook
1 Alden Robinson, Houlton
Envelope Chemise crocheted
2 Winthrop Robinson, Houlton
1 Mrs. W . W . Estabrook, Houlton
20 Drum Head Cabbage
Hose, pr. wooien halt
1 Alden Robinson, Houlton
1 Mrs. Benj. Atherton, Houlton
2 W . B. Stewart, Houlton
Lace, knit or crocheted, 1 yd.
3 Winthrop Robinson, Houlton
1 Miss Isabel James, Houlton
21 Jersey Wakefield Cabbage
2 Mrs. Chas. Davis, Houlton
1 Alden Robinson, Houlton
3 Mrs. W . W . Estabrook, Houlton
2 W. Robinson, Houlton
Quilt
22 Cauliflower
1 Mrs. Roy E. Ingraham, Hodgdon
1 Austin R. Hamm. Ploulton
2 Mrs. Chas. Beardsley, Houlton
in N ew York City alone from kid
2 Alden Robinson, Ploulton
3 Mrs. Robt. Stephenson, Houlton
3 \V. Robinson, Houlton
ney trouble last year. Don’t allow
Quilt, worsted
23 Largest Cucumber
1 Mrs. Henry Ingraham, Hodgdon
yourself to become a victim by
1 Pauline Smith. Houlton
Mittens, single
2 Roger (A Wilkins. Houlton
neglecting
pains and aches. Guard
1 Mrs. C. S. Green, Houlton
3 Mrs. Frank Lmvrey, Houlton
Sofa Pillow
, „
24 3 cucumbers any variety
against
this
trouble by taking
1 Mrs. W . W . Estabrook, Houlton
1 Alden Robinson, Houlton
Specimen tatting
n
2 Airs. H. B. Hussey. Houlton
1 Mrs. Amos Shields, Dyer Brook
3 Winthrop Robinson, Houlton
2 Mrs. W . W. Estabrook, Houlton .25 6 White Turnips
3 Mrs. Lucia McIntosh, Houlton
*
1 Dsv-ar IA Bei.n, Houlton
Skirt Crocheted
2 W. Robinson, Houlton
1 Mrs. Henry Ingraham, Hodgd,on
3 Alden Robinson, Ploulton
Yoke crocheted
26 6 Rut a Baga
1 Mrs. Chas. Davis, Houton
1 W i n t h r o p R. ! iu. : . C o t
2 Mrs. W . W . Estabrook, Houlton
2 Alder. Robinson, Houlton
T h e world's standard remedy for kidney,
3 Miss Isabel James, Houlton
27 6 Alangel Wurtzels
Uver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
1 Ira J. Porter. Houlton
CLASS N IN E T E E N
2 Alden Robinson, Ploulton
Holland’s national remedy since 1696.
Children's under 16 yrs. of Age
28 1 qts. pod green beans
A ll druggists, three sizes. Guaranteed.
1
Alden
Robinson.
Houlton
Bread, loaf b ro *n steamed
laek
for the name Gold Modal on ovary boa
2
Airs.
Howard
Webb,
Houlton
1 Miss Cora R. Barton, Houlton
and accopt no imitation
*3 Airs. R. Perry, Houlton
Bread, loaf white
1 Miss Elizabeth Ebbett, Houlton

«4

I*r-

T iM iu s ,

an

3

Ballard’s

h£K“ e

T a b le ts

A w onderfully effective rem edy fo r nervousness, dizziness
and .all pains. Xo opiates, cocaine or chloral. A trial w ill con
vince. E asy to carry and take. Insist on “B alla rd ’s ”.

BUSINESS STABILITY
A Checking Account with the Houl
ton Trust Co. adds to business stabiliConsider the good service

you

receive here and we believe you will
want to make this Bank your Deposi
tary.

tT O N ,

P erm an en t 2nd L ib e rty
Bonds
W e will exchange these fo r T em porary
Bonds now in circulation, free o f charge
fo r the service

First National Bank
o f H o u lt o n , M a i n e

FATr Y F O O T

CHICHESTER S PILLS

16799

DIED

^OUjMTOAL

1 Miss Elizabeth Ebbett, Houlton
2 Miss Cora R. Barton, Houlton
Cooking display, 6 kinds
1
Elisabeth Ebbett, Houlton
2 Miss Helen M. Leavitt, Houlton
Cftko
1 Miss Elizabeth Ebbett, Houlton
Plate Doughnuts
1 Miss Elizabeth Ebbett, Houlton
plate Cookies
„
1 Miss Elizabeth Ebbett, Houlton
p|A
1 Miss Lorna Merritt, Houlton
,
2 Miss Helen M. Leavitt, Houlton
3 Miss Elizabeth Ebbett, Houlton
D ie Mlss Helen M. Leavitt. Houlton
2 Miss Marie Chamberlain, Houlton
3 Miss Helen Knox, Houlton
Emb.
specimens
10
1 Miss Helen Knox, Houlton
2 Miss Ruth Thompson, Smyrna
Mills. Maine
Manuel training work coll.
1 Weldon Knox, Houlton
Manuel training work spec.
1 Weldon Knox, Houlton
^l*M*ssWHelen Knox, Houlton
* T A S t. r M . " ,Bobin»o„. Houlton
Koblnson, Houlton
Potatoes. % doz. smoothest and best
1 Alden M. Robinson. Houlton
Potatoes coll, not less than 5 var.
1 Alden M. Robinson, Houlton
Yoke, crocheted
„
„
1 Miss Mildred Benn, Houlton

R F i>.

2 M iss’ Marietta Nason,

1 ■«

25
27

t
w

k.

&
V

%
*

28
29

32

c o Eben
Hunter, Houlton R. F. D.
3 Miss Ruth Thompson, Smyrna
Alills
Children under 12 yrs. of age
Bread, loaf brown, steamed
1 Miss Elizabeth Ebbett, Houlton
Bouquet wild flowers
1 George Ebbett, Houlton
2 Roland Leavitt
Cake, loaf
1 Miss Mildred Alerrltt
Cooking display, 4 kinds
1 Miss Cordelia Putnam, Houlton
2 Miss Lorna Merritt, c!o Fred
Putnam
„
„
u
8 Miss Virginia Dudley, Houlton
Knitting specimen
1 Virginia Dudley, Houlton

And You'll Beg Too
once you taste to know how
good, how wholesome, how
totally different is

Jones9 Picnic
Soda Biscuit
The Cracker that Satitfiee,
A most desirable fo o d — with meets or betw een: for the little
cn ee or little ones grown u p : b efo e or after work or p la y :
ALL. ways, Anytime.

Houlton Savings .Sa n k
H b U L T O N , M A IH E ’

T,MK EVERYWHERE WORTH

“The proof of the pudding is in the eat
ing”,—and, just as surely, the proof of a
flour is in the baking.
T h at’s w h y
women who have once used

W illia m T e ll
F lo u r

need no further proof or evidence as to its superior quality.
T hey have found fo r them selves that it gives a delicious flavor
and a uniform goodness to all their baking.
So it naturally flolow s that they prefere it to all other brands.

Frankly you will never be with
out a supply once anybody in your
hom e gets acquainted.
Y ou will find JONES*
PILOT BREAD totally;
different, too.
Buy of your neighborhood dealer.

Manufactured by

F. L. Jonee Co., Bangor, We.
Cracker fBakero 100 yean.
Dealers supplied these most popular
crackers by wholesale grocers at
Presque Isle. Bangor or Portland, Me.

F. L. JONES CO.

PIC-NIC

n SODA BREAD

If you would know the difference a better
flour will m ake in you r
baking, just tell
your grocer— W illiam Tell.

71-73 PICKERING SQUARE
BANCOR' MAINE
j

T H IS is the package to buy.

( al0)

-w- »'■Vi*
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Howard Tingley farm and will move
there about November 1st.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Burton and son
Blendeu of Millinoeket are visitng
Mr. Otis Bither and family.
Miss June Bubar left last Thursday
for Deering, Maine, where she will
enter St. Joseph Academy.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bubar and son
Lewis spent Sunday with Mr. Willard
Moore and family, Foxcroft road.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sawyer and
two nieces of Levant are visiting Mrs.
Blanch Black and';S|»j£tatrrie Sawyer.
Mrs. O’Conner
and Mrs.
Dennis Carrol df Wactqirbury, Conn,
visited with Mr«ji and Mrs. Clarence
Gove two days last week.
Mr. Hubert Jackson has sold his
farm to Mr. Grant, a B. & A. brakinun. Mr. Jackson has bought property
in Houlton on Washburn street.
Mrs. Fred Hazeltine returned to her
home in Boston last Friday, being
called here by the Illness of her father
Mr. Geo. W. Getehell, who is better
at this writing.

i out a number of varieties, then to go
The general results of these tW!
inheritance of the characters involved.
through the fields, pick out the best long and extensive experiments, om*
The
dairyman is still obliged to depend
heads, and in this way select enough with plants and the other with animals,
seed for the next year’s planting of carried on with the utmost care by upon the register of merit i “ Advanc wl
the best of the first year's crop. This different people in different parts of Registry "t method in his breeding. In
supposedly best seed selected in this the world, and without any connection the light of the experiene’e with oats
way was all mixed together and plant whatever, were in essentials identical. and poultry, it is not to be wondered
ed the next year and again men went They
clearly
indicated
that
the at that the progress is unsatisfactory.
Subscribers should bear in i ,Mlf .
1s":°S,t " l1
temlc<l the
through the fields and selected what general theory of breeding on which It is very doubtful if much progress
.
. . . . .
! Woodstock Fair last Tuesday.
mind that ail subscriptions are
Mr. Charles Campbell Jr. was railseemed to be the best seed, mixed it they wore based is lacking in some is had in increased milk and butterpayable
in
advance
and
the
p
a
-.
®
,"
thV
“lK,
e
s>
'n
,1
Y
all
together and planted it the next essential
qualifications
from
the fat production until such time as the
r *
.
r
j Mi&s Hazel Wiley of Solon is to
year and so on.
This process of standpoint of the practical as well as essential relative to their inheritance
p e r Will D6 discontinued at ex- ; teach the Logan school the ensuing
selecting what .seemed to be the best the scientific man. There was no are discovered. The discovery of these
piration. Notice of such expira year.
Ftank McCordic has erected a new
on the basis of performance alone to escape from the conclusion that the facts for dairy cattle is the sole
tion will be sent out the First of fiouse. on the corner of his fathers
breed from in each successive year method of selecting from production object of the cross breeding experifarm.
each month .
Mrs. J. A. Wolverton has the honor
was continued for eight years. There j alone as followed in these experiments ment bp« un several years ago by this
of being the first woman to vote in
was no distinct and fixed improvement j is not a good method for the practical Station. The results that are accru
Littleton.
whatever as a result of this long con- ! breeder. A change of method with ing make the ultimate solution of this,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Buxton of
Den Barrett is very ill with jaundice.
tinned selection.
; both plants and poultry that will bo intricate and important dairy problem
A. W . Packard was in Caribou last I Woodstock were the week-end guests
at
the
home
of
Mr.
J.
A.
Sweet.
It is an interesting and significant ; outlined in another letter has given very hopeful.
week .
i Mr. Walter Tracy attended the
fact that while this work was going on definite results. But this change had
Geo. Barrett is in Caribou, where he j
CHAS. D. WOODS.
Woodstock Fair Thursday, also visit
is attending Court.
with crops in Sweden exactly the same to be based on a study of the laws of
ing
his
mother
at
Wicklow,
N.
B.
Director.
Mrs. Ada Brewer’s baby is very ill I
kind of an experiment carried on by ,,, —■_■■■ .
....
with spinal trouble.
I
If you are all tired out from business exactly the same kind of methods was
Mrs. A. D. Cookson was in Center
LITTLETON
worries,
go and see “ The Man from going on in Maine in the attempt to
ville, N. B. last week.
Rev. Mark Turner preached in the Albany.” You will laugh, you can't
Emmons Stacey and faibily return-1
bring about increased egg production
F. B. church at Monticello on Sunday
ed to Shirley Monday.
!
help it. —Adv.
in poultry by breeding. In 1898 the
p.
nr.
Mrs. Wm. Sawtelle and friend o f !
Congressman Hersey an wife were
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station
Houlton were in town Saturday.
I
the
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
began an experiment in breeding for
Mr. and Mrs. Moses
Herrick
of
THE IMPROVEMENT OF
V. Jenkins.
W ashburn were in town Sunday.
i O. Mr.
egg production in which the method
and
Mrs.
Fred
Ewings
and
Mrs. Etta Barrett expects to move
PLANTS AND ANIMALS
of procedure was as follows: A trap
daughter Natalie returned from Madi
to Presque Isle for the winter months.
son on Tuesday.
nest record was kept of the egg pro
BY
SELECTION
Fred Taylor of Presque Isle has
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Drake are
duction of each individual bird. Only
been stopping in town, visiting his
receiving congratulations on the birth
young son.
of a son which arrived Sunday, Sept. Selection by Performance Alone M a y those birds were used as breeders in
All schools in town began Monday
each year which made the highest egg
Perpetuate but Does Not Im 
except the High and Grammar, they 19th.
J. P. Tracy and family returned
records
in the year before. Just as in
prove a Strain.
commence the 27th.
Monday from Skowhegan and Bar
dairy work a register of merit or “adHarbor, where they have been visit
During the last twenty years there yanced registry of hens was establishing relatives.
At a meeting of Littleton Grange on has been a very great change in the e(*- ^ny
was eligible to and was
Several from here attended the
Tuesday evening, it was voted to give
Woodstock Fair last week
ideas of the most wide awake breeders sntsred in the advanced registry if
Mr. Albert M. Smith wee elected ‘J® M®,n«
' " i ? 8 Blin<l all over the world in regard to the s^e laid 200 or more eggs in her pullet
representative to the State Legislature the sum of twenty-five dollars.
Next Saturday evening, Sept. 25th, basis on which
practical breeding i year- This kind of breeding from the
at the election Monday, Sept. 13.
th e!
the members of Littleton Grange are operations ultimately depend. This highest egg producers, making
Miss Verna W ebb, Miss Evelyn
invited to meet with Monticello Grange
selection
simply
on
the
basis
of
trap
Wttey and Ellery Thompson entered
and quite a number are planning to change has been so great that it might
the Freshman class of Houlton High
nest performance alone, was continued j
almost be called revolutionary.
attend.
School.
Jesse Burbank
of Augusta ac
Nearly 20 years ago there was for nine years. Then, just as in the
Leland Hovey, who has been spend
Remember the Hoover is the only 3 Raise the nap properly
companied O. V. Jenkins on Thursday
begun at the Agricultural Experiment Swedish work with plants, an account
ing the summer with Byron
Hand,
to the southern part of the county,
of stock of the results was taken. The j machine which can be guaranteen to 4 Keep colors at original brightness
has returned to Houlton to take up
inspecting trucks for the
Highway Station in the southern part of Sweden
5 Prolong the life of your rugs and
general result was exactly the same •j pick up a]J Iint ^
his school work at High School.
an attempt to improve the common
Commission.
Mr. Dfinlel Worthley was operated
carpets in addition to
There will be a business meeting of grains so that they should be better as in the case of the cereal work The
on at the Aroostook hospital last
per
;
2
Shake
loose
all
Grit
the Littleton branch of the
Red
6 Cleaning by strong sucton.
adapted to the conditions in that average annual egg production
Thursday. H is friends will regret that
Cross held at the Grange Hall on
bird
showed
no
definite
increase
as
a
Ww 1
4V|TO is
IB given
(ITQU kM
U1S recovery.
1OVV* Cl J . [
_
little
hope
forl his
country and hence mors profitable for
Mrs. L. L. McGowan. Mr. Hastings 1Thursday afternoon, Sept. 23, at 2.30
result of the close selection practiced.
1o clock. At this meeting the annual the Swedish farmer. This work in the
McGowan and Mr. and Mrs. William
The
plain and definite result of this
election of officers will take place. improvement of seed grains was put
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Mrs. peorge Mitchell returned last
week from a visit with her daughter,, Patrolman Welton had the mis-! fortune to break his arfn recently;
Mrs. Charles Chase of Waterville.
(fortune
B ari E’ld Mary Gardiner, Dorothy j while running the road machine.
i
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and Mrs- George Daggett of j
resumed their stndjes in Houlton, hav- Groveland, Mats, were £U©6ts last
Ing spent the summer vacation at their |week of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Scotf.
i
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Mrs, F. O. Smith of Roxbury. Mass.. I
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With a result of seventy-nine Republi- { Green, Sept. 12th.
can and one Democratic votes.
There were forty-four men voted and
they were Joined by thirty-six women.
Mr. Geo. Sharp is a Juryman in
Am ong the other good women of the
toum who came to vote, was
Mrs. Caribou this week.
Charles White, who is past eightyMr. and Mrs. Harry Sawyer of Houl
eight years old. Mrs. White has been ton spent Sunday here with relatives.
Mrs. Mary Brown of Hartford. Conn.
a member of the Free W ill Baptist
church for seventy-one years, in which is visiting relatives and friends.
she has always taken an active part,
Miss Susie Sharp of Pokiok, N. B.
never bothering with politics or wish is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Sharp.
Mr. Guy Anderson and sister Miss
ing the ballot, being willing to leave
the management of the Government Fay of Haynesville spent Sunday in
to the men. But today when she was town.
Miss Marion French of Houlton
greeted at the polls with a smile by
her many friends, she said that since visited with friends here several days
the ballot had been given to the last week.
Mrs. Henry Adams spent Friday in
women she thought that every good
her daughter. Mrs.
and patriotic woman whether old or Houlton with
young should make a special effort to Byron Stewart.
Mrs. Edd Bliss of West Houlton
cast their ballot against the present
with
rule. She certainly believes that ac spent several days last week
Mrs. L. J. Bubar.
tion speakes louder than words.
Mr. Philip Hannan left last week
If all towns are like Dyer Brook
the Democratic party will certainly for Worcester, Mass., where he will
hear the death bells ringing in their attend Holy Cross College.
Mr. John Little has purchased the
ears before November, when the name
o f W ilson and his followers will be
heard no more.
Reserve your seats beginning Wed
Citizen.
nesday morning for ‘‘The Man from
Albany.” Prices 25c-50c-75c. Boxes
from this place attended the $1.00.— Adv.
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Mrs. John London of Houlton was
the guest of Mrs. Miles Smith the past
week.
Mr. Claude Barton was the guest of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred A.
Barton, Snnday.
Mr. Jerone Chiasson of Waltham,
Mass, w as the guest of Mr. Joseph
Ancoin recently.
Mrs. Winfield 8cott of Hodgdon was
the guest of sister Miss
Lillian
Brown the past week.
A young daughter arrived at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Turney last
Wednesday, 8ept. 15.
Rev. Mr. Davis w in preach In the
Union church next Sunday. There
have been services every Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Florence Dickinson of Union
Corner, N. B. w as the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Grant
part of last week.

LITTLETONRIDGE

Charles Bruce is having his house
painted.
Mrs. Charles Elliott w as visiting
Mrs. John 8weet, Sunday.
Mr. Joseph Hanlin of Woodstock is
working for Arthur Elelott.
Harvey Elliott has been repairing
his residence, also painting it.
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H e r ow n life-story can n ow be seen
on the screen— also
instructor, A n n e
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Sons
OPEN
CHALLENGE
109 Cars Accepted the Challenge
22 w e re cars o f 4
cylinders
34 w ere cars o f 6
47 w ere cars o f 8
cylinders

DENTAL
C R E M E

O M P L E T E cleanliness is your best assurance against
tooth troubles. There is no dentifrice so well devised

C

to give supreme cleanliness as Klenzo.
The creamy, quickly soluble lather whitens the teeth,
hardens the gums, and brings to the mouth that Cool,
Clean, Klenzo Feeling. Step in today and get a tube.

No nausea, sickness or bad
after effects— nothing “he
roic”. No confinement or public

ity. Pleasant surroundings, ideal lo
cation, complete equipment. Special
privacy (or women. All business and
correspondence strictly confidential.

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
523 CUMBERLAND AVENUE

6 w ere cars of 12
cylinders
A ls o — W e

Beat

’em all in P ik e’s
Peak

H ill

C lim b

Contest on L a b o r
D ay, Sept. 6 ,1 9 2 0

W e beat’em all!
The Lexington Minute-Man Six de
feated all of the 109 contesting cars
on all the points, proving conclusively
that it is champion of the highways.
Only stock cars were admitted, and
only standard test gasoline used.
The seven points included in the
contest covered every feature of vital
interest to prospective purchasers of
motor cars. The contest was conduct
ed on the highest plane of sportsman
ship, not to discredit other makes of
cars, but to verify a belief, long held,
that the Lexington is master of the
road. The Lexington met all the cars
and defeated them with margins of
victory to remove all possibilities of
doubt or argument.
The splendid triumph of the Lexing
ton was made possible in a large
measure by two exclusive Lexington
features. The Moore Multiple Exhaust
System eliminates back pressure and
increases power.
The Lexi-gasifier
affords better earburetion and gives
greater power with low-grade gas than
was formerly possible with high-test
fuel.
Come in and inspect the Lexington.
Let us show you why you get'greater
value for your money, finer perform
ance and longer service.

L. C. Corey,

Cor. of Malian 8troet Telephono 5470
P O R T L A N D : : M AINE
The only on* In Main*, N*w Hampakir*
or Vermont and Bearcat to
Maritime Provinces

Evening at 7.15

Sm yrna M ills

A N D

— since 1879— in over 400,000
cases. Methods rational and hu
mane, health always improved.

(M a c y )

30x33^ N on Skid

Cures

Safe, Sensible, Successful

Sullivan

life-long

$11.75

Plain T reas

cylinders

LIQUOR
DRUG USING

her

$17.75

30x3

EAST HODGDON

Woodstock Fair.
Mrs. Hannah W hite was visiting
Miss Lillian Brown last Thursday.
Mr. John London of Sherman was
the week-end guest of relatives here.
The Ladies’ Aid will meet with
Mrs. Annie Lincoln, Wednesday, Sept.

m

W e are closing out our

B ridgew ater, M ain e— re
presenting the towns o f

M ars Hill, Blaine, B ridgew ater, M onticello an d

L. A . Barker Company
O ak field, M ain e
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